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HUMAN-INTELLIGENCE AND MACHINE-INTELLIGENCE  
DECISION GOVERNANCE FORMAL ONTOLOGY 
 
Faisal Mahmud 
Old Dominion University 2018 
Director: Dr. T. Steven Cotter 
 Since the beginning of the human race, decision making and rational thinking played a 
pivotal role for mankind to either exist and succeed or fail and become extinct. Self-awareness, 
cognitive thinking, creativity, and emotional magnitude allowed us to advance civilization and to 
take further steps toward achieving previously unreachable goals. From the invention of wheels 
to rockets and telegraph to satellite, all technological ventures went through many upgrades and 
updates. Recently, increasing computer CPU power and memory capacity contributed to smarter 
and faster computing appliances that, in turn, have accelerated the integration into and use of 
artificial intelligence (AI) in organizational processes and everyday life. Artificial intelligence 
can now be found in a wide range of organizational systems including healthcare and medical 
diagnosis, automated stock trading, robotic production, telecommunications, space explorations, 
and homeland security. Self-driving cars and drones are just the latest extensions of AI. This 
thrust of AI into organizations and daily life rests on the AI community’s unstated assumption of 
its ability to completely replicate human learning and intelligence in AI. Unfortunately, even 
today the AI community is not close to completely coding and emulating human intelligence into 
machines. Despite the revolution of digital and technology in the applications level, there has 
been little to no research in addressing the question of decision making governance in human-
intelligent and machine-intelligent (HI-MI) systems. There also exists no foundational, core 
reference, or domain ontologies for HI-MI decision governance systems. Further, in absence of 
 
 
an expert reference base or body of knowledge (BoK) integrated with an ontological framework, 
decision makers must rely on best practices or standards that differ from organization to 
organization and government to government, contributing to systems failure in complex mission 
critical situations. It is still debatable whether and when human or machine decision capacity 
should govern or when a joint human-intelligence and machine-intelligence (HI-MI) decision 
capacity is required in any given decision situation.  
To address this deficiency, this research establishes a formal, top level foundational 
ontology of HI-MI decision governance in parallel with a grounded theory based body of 





























































“What you seek is seeking you” – Rumi 
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1.1 Theoretical Background of Ontology 
1.1.1 What is an Ontology?  
Tracing back to its philosophical origin, “Ontology” is actually derived from two Greek 
words– “ontos” meaning being and “logos” meaning logical argument or discourse or debate. 
Thus, ontology means to understand the beingness or existence of anything by providing 
supportive evidence. Concisely, an ontology provides the foundation necessary to understand the 
theory of existence of a thing or concept. To answer the question “what” with rooted 
explanations in any domain of discourse reveals this concept. Many definitions of ontology have 
been set forth by different researchers, scientists, engineers, and practitioners. In the artificial 
intelligence (AI) community, the widely received, accepted, and cited definition was given by 
Gruber (1993). According to Gruber, an ontology is an explicit representation of a 
conceptualization. Even though this definition was given from a local or application level within 
ontology classification, it captures the basic idea of an ontology. While building or developing an 
ontology, it is therefore not just to give the definition of a concept, but also to identify the classes 
or categories associated with and within that concept, find the relationships within and among 
those classes or categories, as well as their functions, axioms, and instances, depending on the 
type or level of the ontology. Ontology allows us to capture as much information as possible 
about a concept or domain of discourse to bridge the gap of any existing knowledge as well as to 
generate new knowledge to expend it in the application level. 
Noy and McGuinnes (2001) outlined ontology as, “In reality, there is a fine line where 
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the ontology ends and the knowledge base begins.” This definition brings some theoretical 
requirements for an ontology such as to elaborate the taxonomic terms or classes of a concept, 
their relationships, functions, and axiomatic relationships to cover the depth and breadth of the 
knowledge base. Depending on the level, taxonomic terms can range from generic to very 
specific. 
One of the ways to determine the scope of an ontology is to write a list of questions, 
sometimes known as the competency questions, that a knowledge base relying on the ontology 
should be able to answer (Noy and McGuinnes, 2001). Furthermore, an ontology should be able 
to answer some rudimentary questions when it is being developed such as specific concepts that 
the ontology is to cover, the scope of the ontology, the target domain where the ontology will be 
used, and how ontology will be validated. 
 
1.1.2 Ontology Levels, Types, and Development Methodologies 
 
Figure 1 (Mahmud and Cotter, 2017) summarizes the primary levels or types of 
ontologies based on the scope that are found in the existing literature. A foundational ontology is 
also referred to as a top or upper level ontology. This essentially gives the foundation of 
subsequent ontology development. The scope of a foundational ontology is to specify the general 
or universal classifications or categories, relations, and axioms for a body of knowledge such that 
these concepts are reusable across core reference areas of the body of knowledge. Foundational 
ontologies are rich in abstractness and consider only the seed or core categories. These seed 





Figure 1: Ontology Types (Mahmud and Cotter, 2017). 
 
Some examples of foundational ontologies include Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic 
and Cognitive Engineering (DOLCE), Basic Formal Ontology (BFO), Frame-Ontology, Socio 
Culture Ontology, Geography Markup Language (GML), and the Suggested Upper Merged 
Ontology (SUMO). Foundational ontology development methodologies include BFO, Cyc, 
DOLCE, GFO, PROTON, and SUMO (Mascardi and Paolo, 2007). A foundational ontology is 
independent of a particular problem or domain. On the other hand, at the application level, 
ontological taxonomies and axioms become more specific to the particular problem or 
knowledge being defined. 
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Compared to foundational ontologies, core reference ontologies further specify the 
concepts, relations, axioms, and functions of an area of a body of knowledge with reference to 
the respective foundational ontology and are reusable across domains. Examples of core 
reference ontologies include hydroOntology, Towntology, and CityGML. Core reference 
ontologies can be developed through application of the general SENSUS methodology (Jones et 
al, 1998). 
Domain ontologies provide the particular concepts, relationships, functions, axioms, and 
instances relevant only to a specific knowledge domain. Domain ontologies examples include 
those for biomedical, information science, engineering, internet, medical, and software 
engineering. Task ontologies specify the vocabulary of terms used in problem solving tasks that 
are common across domains within a core reference area. Conversely, domain task ontologies 
specify the vocabulary of terms used in problem solving tasks specific to a given domain. 
Likewise, domain methods ontologies specify specific methods vocabularies (data collection, 
design, testing, engineering, software development, etc.) necessary to operationalize the domain. 
Domain ontology development methodologies include TOVE (Toronto Virtual Enterprise) 
(Gruninger and Fox, 1994), ONIONS (ONtologic Integration of Naïve Sources) (Gangemi et al., 
1996), COINS (COntext INterchange System) (Wache et al., 2001), METHONTOLOGY 
(Fernandez et al., 1997), OTK (On-To-Knowledge) (Sure et al., 2006), and UPON (United 
Process for ONtologies) (De Nicola et al., 2009). 
Application ontologies, application task ontologies, and application methods ontologies 
are further specializations of domain ontologies to represent particular knowledge models within 
a given domain. During the last twenty-five or so years, application ontologies have been 
developed as the vocabulary foundation for expert systems, which emulate human expert 
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decision making. In general, application ontology development methodologies are bottom-up 
with reference to the relevant domain ontology. Application ontology development 
methodologies include CommonKADS, DILIGENT, Enterprise Model Approach, KACTUS, 
METHONTOLOGY, or TOVE (Corcho et al., 2003) (Cristani and Cuel, 2005). 
The current research focuses on establishing the formal foundational ontological basis of 
human-intelligence and machine-intelligence (HI-MI) decision governance, which in turn, will 
form the theoretical foundation of a systemic HI-MI decision governance body of knowledge. 
 
1.2 Research Objectives 
 
This research has the two primary objectives of building: 
 
1. A foundational formal ontology for HI-MI decision governance systems.  
2. A grounded theory based foundational body of knowledge (BoK) for human-
intelligence (HI) and machine-intelligence (MI) decision governance. 
 
1.3 Problem– The Gap in Knowledge 
 
There has been little to no research addressing the question of decision making 
governance in HI-MI systems. There also exists no foundational or any levels of ontology for HI-
MI decision governance systems. Further, absence of an expert reference base or body of 
knowledge (BoK) alongside ontological framework forces to rely on existing best practices or 
standards that differ from organization to organization and government to government, 
contributing to systems failure in complex mission critical situations. It is still debatable whether 
and when human or machine decision capacity should govern or when a joint human-intelligence 
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and machine-intelligence decision capacity is required in any given decision situation.  
 
1.3.1 Research Question 
 
The research question addressed by this study is: 
What foundational ontological structure and axioms are necessary to succinctly specify the HI-
MI decision governance body of knowledge as assessed by the ontological design criteria of 
clarity, coherency, extendibility, minimal encoding bias, and minimal ontological commitment 
(Gruber, 1995)? 
 
1.3.2 Research Delimitation 
 
Research in twenty-first century human and machine intelligence can be summarized 
along two domains: the intelligence domain and the decision source domain (Cotter, 2015) as 
shown in Figure 2. The current study is demarcated within HIMI and MIHI to establish a 






Figure 2: Intelligence VS Decision Domains (Cotter, 2015). 
 
1.3.3 HI-MI Intelligence Implications for Engineering Systems Management 
 
The artificial intelligence community’s ambitious goal of completely modeling and 
replicating human cognition in computers is still in its infancy, regardless of progress in the 
invention of highly sophisticated tools and technologies to roughly represent human cognition 
abilities in machines. With this singular objective, developed AI applications fundamentally treat 
humans as discontinuities to be avoided or as objects in human-centered smart service systems. 
There has been a lack of research into cognitively cooperative human-machine decision making 
systems. To begin addressing this gap, this research develops a formal foundational ontology and 
a grounded theory based, high-level foundational body of knowledge for HI-MI decision 
governance. This research is built on two premises and one proposal. 
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Premise 1: Artificial or machine intelligence can be an associative or key component for joint HI-
MI decision making processes given that AI or MI can never completely achieve encoding human 
cognition but only approach it asymptotically. 
Premise 2: Artificial or machine intelligence can be faster and in domain specific decision tasks 
more accurate than human decision making; however, AI’s inability to achieve true general human 
creative cognitive capacity is still a deficiency in the AI or MI decision making. 
Proposal: A foundational ontological framework in parallel with a grounded theory based body 
of knowledge is a necessary specification for HI-MI decision governance.  
  
Premise 1 recognizes the potential to improve decision making in systemic mission 
critical situations through the integration of AI or MI with human cognition. With the current 
technological progress, AI or MI can asymptotically approach human cognitive intelligence but 
may never totally replace the cognitive thinking process. The human brain is elastic in nature. As 
humans understand more about their own cognitive capacity, the human brain will create new 
tacit knowledge about its own cognition processes i.e. as problems are solved, new unknowns 
will be identified at a pace ahead of that which humans can achieve to capture and convert the 
new tacit knowledge into actionable explicit knowledge. AI and MI knowledge and practice must 
always lag tacit and explicit knowledge of human cognitive processes and capabilities. 
Premise 2 is self-evident because it has been demonstrated already by the AI community 
and researchers that in existing domain specific tasks, machine intelligence outperforms human 
problem-solving capacity in faster and more effective ways. Conversely, variety in 
environmental complexity still easily overwhelms the most advanced AI autonomous vehicles 
and programming robots to perform even simple tasks easily accomplished by human toddlers 
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requires continued refinement of thousands of lines of code. Thus, the resulting proposal 
establishes the general research framework, that is, developing a general theory and body of 
knowledge of HI-MI decision governance with a focus on systemic mission accomplishment 
within widely varying risky and uncertain environments. For this research, the proposal 
differentiates machine intelligence from general artificial intelligence and delimits the definition 
of human intelligence and machine intelligence. 
Definition 1: Machine intelligence is the specific artificial intelligence embedded in a 
machine that attempts to replicate the human decision and task functions required to 
accomplish a specified systemic mission within a specified systems domain. 
Definition 2: HI-MI decision governance is the necessary or sufficient or necessary and 
sufficient domain-specific decisions and actions required for a system of human-machine 
agents to accomplish a specified systemic mission given an existing state of limited 
human intelligence and flawed machine intelligence. 
 
Integrated HI-MI systematic decisions and actions are required to achieve a specified set 
of mission outcomes under evolving states of human-intelligence and machine-intelligence 
responses to dynamic environmental constraining forces. The necessary or sufficient or 
necessary and sufficient set of systemic decisions and actions toward mission objectives is bound 
only by the current state of HI-MI knowledge within the domain specified mission context. As 
the state of knowledge increases over the time, the definition of the necessary or sufficient or 
necessary and sufficient decisions and actions may be refined to achieve reduced risk and 
uncertainty in systemic mission outcomes. 
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1.3.4 Research Significance 
 
The theoretical and methodological significance of this study are: 
Theoretical: A grounded theory based foundational body of knowledge (BoK) for HI-MI 
decision governance in parallel with the HI-MI decision governance formal foundational 
ontology that meets Gruber’s (1995) ontology design criteria and is extendible to the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) by Web Ontology Language (OWL). 
Methodological: A unique methodology based on abductive-deductive logical inferences for 
grounded theory based BoK development with the inductive-deductive interpretations of 
















BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
 
2.1 Literature Review 
The historical overview of Human-Intelligence (HI) to Machine-Intelligence (MI) 
essentially covers four different domains: 
 Human to Human Intelligence: HI  HI  
 Human to Machine Intelligence: HI  MI  
 Machine to Machine Intelligence: MI  MI  
 Machine to Human Intelligence: MI  HI  
 
Human to Human Intelligence: HI  HI  
Human to human intelligence entails the way intelligence is transferred between humans 
for cooperation, trade, social, political, or other reasons. Cavemen painted on or engraved cave 
walls to let others know of their existence and to share knowledge. Even in the modern world, 
we communicate with each other and transfer knowledge in various forms, sometimes just by 
talking, e-mailing, blogging, or publication.  
From the Oxford English Dictionary, a human or human being is defined as “a man, 
woman, or child of the species Homo sapiens, distinguished from other animals by superior 
mental development, power of articulate speech, and upright stance.” The interaction of human 
“superior mental development” and “articulate speech” resulted in emergent rational thinking 
and comparative judgement necessary for decision making and knowledge creation. Decision 
making or making the best logical choice from available options was initially necessary for 
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human survival. The cumulative outcomes from rational decision making accrued into 
rudimentary knowledge, which in turn, has evolved into current collective human intelligence. 
The first question to ask here– what is human intelligence?  
If the definition of intelligence is learning, reasoning, understanding, planning, problem 
solving, gathering information from observations, feeling or sensing, then human intelligence 
should account for all these within the scope of human cognition. Human intelligence allows a 
human being to think and act rationally and purposefully. Even though there is no exact record of 
when and how humans were first able to demonstrate the intelligence, it is apparent that million 
years ago during the cave age, our ancestors were able to record their knowledge by paintings on 
cave walls or glyphs in stone tablets. From cave wall to stone tablets, animal hide, papyrus, 
papers, books, and today digital form, human knowledge and intelligence have been recorded 
and transferred via numerous ways and formats.  
In 1938, Wells imagined the World Brain (we know it today as World Wide Web) would 
allow and apply collective knowledge despite never using the actual term “knowledge 
management”. It was not until the late 1980s or early 1990s that modern knowledge management 
and engineering arose within the domain of information and communication technology (ICT). 
The earliest perspective considered knowledge as being recorded in written form or existing in 
databases, electronic mails (e-mails), or online libraries. Over recent years, the concept of 
knowledge stores has shifted toward cloud based knowledge management tools, discussion 
forums, blogs, wikis, and social media. With technological advancement, it quickly became 
apparent that the information technology (IT) perspective alone was not sufficient for recording, 
encoding, and managing organizational knowledge. Therefore, three additional perspectives 
unfolded alongside with the information technology (IT) perspective. 
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One perspective addressed the question on how knowledge is created and shared by 
individuals with a focus on building educational and knowledge sharing capabilities. Everett 
Rogers (1962) worked on diffusion of innovations, which contributed to understanding how 
knowledge is created and diffused in social systems. More than a decade later, Thomas Allen’s 
(1977) study on evolved communications systems in science and engineering furthered 
understanding of the effects of informal and formal organizational structures on knowledge 
creation and dissemination. Studies on cultural change to create learning organizations by Senge 
(1990), how organizations work, evolve, and learn by Argyris (1995), the dynamics of 
knowledge creation in business organizations by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) and Von Kroch, 
Ichijo, and Nonaka (2000) fostered our understanding of organizational learning. 
The second perspective has been on improving enterprise effectiveness by collecting and 
utilizing knowledge. Davenport and Prusak (1998) explained how organizations can advance by 
generating, codifying, transferring, managing, and using new knowledge. Peter Drucker (2001) 
introduced two key points– (1) the importance of organizational information and (2) improving 
competitive advantage by explicit knowledge as a critical resource. Later, Dorothy Leonard 
(2005, 2014) made significant contributions to understanding creativity, innovation, and 
knowledge creation as well as management.   
The third perspective has been on leveraging information technology (IT) to maximize 
enterprise economic value. As one of the early researchers, Paul Strassman (1985, 1990, and 
2007) emphasized the economic value of information systems. Lesser and Prusak (2003) 
examined management methods for deriving tangible business value from knowledge 
management. To date, research continues into the economic value of organizational knowledge 
in general and within specific private, governmental, and education sectors. 
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Human to Machine Intelligence: HI  MI  
Machine intelligence is a learning, reasoning, understanding, and problem solving 
intelligent agent embedded within a physical device that attempts to replicate human 
intelligence, decision making, and tasks directed toward a specific purpose. As the nature of 
intelligence in machines is based on algorithms or code and thus artificially generated, it is often 
referred to as artificial intelligence (AI). In ancient Greece, Aristotle dreamed of automation 
even though he never thought it could be possible. Around the year 1495, Leonardo Da Vinci 
first sketched a humanoid robot in the form of a medieval knight. It is still unknown whether 
Leonardo or contemporaries tried to build his design. In 1738, French inventor and engineer 
Jacques de Vaucanson built and demonstrated a mechanical duck.  
The field of artificial intelligence was formally founded as well as the term first coined at 
the Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence in 1956. Since then, AI and its 
development continued with the advancement of technology as well as automation. The notable 
work by Nilsson (2010) summarized the timeline of AI development. 
 In 1950s, initial development took place in the areas of pattern recognition, human 
learning, cognition, and memory, statistical methods, heuristic programs, semantic 
representation, and natural language processing.  
 During 1960’s, focus shifted toward technical and societal developments for building 
necessary infrastructure needed for the development of AI. This resulted in faster and 
more powerful computers as well as the first specialized computer languages for 
symbolic manipulation. In parallel to civilian research, military support assisted 
through the development of AI laboratories. One outcome of these initiatives was 
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“hand-eye” research, which integrated cameras with rudimentary electromechanical 
prosthetic robotic hands and arms to manipulate simple objects. 
 In 1970s, effort focused on the development of computer vision to understand the three-
dimensional properties of human vision by translating and filtering differences in two-
dimensional arrays to find edges and vertices objects from two stereoscopically 
mounted cameras. Additional research also took place in processing line drawings, 
robotics, and in knowledge representation for the development of situation calculus, 
logic programming, semantic networks, and scripts and frames that are the basis of 
today’s expert systems and world wide web knowledge retrieval.  
 The 1980s is considered as the application era of AI. Speech recognition and 
processing, consulting systems, expert systems, advancement of computer vision from 
finding edges and vertices to identification of basic geometric shapes to extracting 
properties of scenes and modeling solids were some key areas in which major progress 
was realized. In the program and project level, Japan’s Fifth Generation Computer 
Systems, the British Alvey Program, Europe’s ESPRIT Initiative, and America’s 
Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation worked toward the goal of 
creating computers capable of AI inferences from large data and knowledge bases and 
to communicate using natural language. Similar but slightly different research was also 
initiated by DARPA’s Strategic Computing Program. Three major applications initiated 
by DARPA were– (1) Pilot’s Associate to assist an air combat commander, (2) Battle 
Management System to assist the commander-in-chief of the U.S. Pacific fleet in 
planning and monitoring the operation of approximately three hundred ships, and (3) 
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Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV) to use autonomous vehicles in combat, logistics and 
supply, and search and rescue. 
 Since the 1990s, research and focus have been given to improved representation and 
reasoning, qualitative reasoning, semantic networks, constraint satisfaction problems, 
propositional logic problems, representing text as variables, latent semantic analysis, 
and causal Bayesian networks. Some outstanding work during this time was performed 
in machine learning, natural language processing, computer vision, and cognitive 
system architectures. 
 
Machine to Machine Intelligence: MI  MI  
Machine to Machine intelligence is the interrelated or interconnected set of machines that 
are “self-supportive” or “smart” with unique sensors or identifiers to communicate with one 
another, take measurements, exchange data and information, and based on that make decisions 
without human intervention. Today, this connectivity of things or machines is widely known as 
the Internet of Things (IoT). Machine learning, the term first coined by Arthur Samuel in 1959, 
is the integral part of machine intelligence that learns and predicts without being explicitly 
programmed by humans. 
Machine to machine communication has existed in different forms since the beginning of 
computer networking. In the 1950s, SAGE research commenced the path of computer to 
computer network communications to process data for the radar system. In 1968, Theodore 
Paraskevakos combined computers and telephone systems to create the first caller identification 
system. By 1970, ARPANET added packet switching networks to implement the protocol suite 
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Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP) and thus is regarded as the formal 
foundation of today’s Internet. 
Theodore’s (1972) research on sensor monitoring system and meter reading capabilities 
for utilities and the formation of Metretek, Inc. in 1977 to develop and produce commercial 
remote meter reading and load management system eventually led to the smart meter and today’s 
concept of the smart grid. 
Even though the term IoT was first introduced by Kevin Ashton in 1999, similar concepts 
such as network of devices have been used and articulated as early as 1982. During the same 
time, Bill Joy (1999) coined the Device to Device (D2D) communication concept and envisioned 
machine to machine intelligence as part of his “Six Webs” framework. 
The applications of machine intelligence ranges from smart monitoring systems to 
security networks, medical diagnosis to electronic trading, stretching in multi-directional and 
diverse domains. Smart cars and navigation systems, automatic sensing, robotics engineering, 
social networking are some domains heavily developed by deep machine learning. Some 
evolving areas of machine to machine technology are swarm intelligence (SI), ubiquitous 
computing, pervasive computing, and ambient intelligence. Most of the research and 
development for these areas are at the application level. 
 
Machine to Human Intelligence: MI  HI  
Machine to human intelligence is the transfer or gain of knowledge or intelligence that is 
generated or predicted by machines to humans with the objective of improving human decision 
making. Despite the progress in the domain of HI-to-MI, MI-to-HI knowledge transfer is still 
limited within human-machine interactions (HMI) either in the form of human-computer or 
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human-robot interaction. Card et al. (1983) first coined the term HCI in 1980 and then discussed 
psychological science for analyzing HCI in their seminal work The Psychology of Human-
Computer Interaction. The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) defines human-
computer interaction (HCI) as a field involving the design, evaluation, and implementation of 
interactive computing systems for human use. This discipline further includes the studies of the 
major phenomena surrounding humans and machines. Baecker et al. (1994) defined this 
interaction as a set of processes, dialogues, and actions employed by a user to interact with a 
computer to perform a specific task. HCI is now considered a multidisciplinary and diverse 
domain. From design methodologies of HCI, the primary aim is to create the user interfaces 
“usable,” precisely to say “cognitive usable.” Usability is the central focus in design for HCI. 
The original academic area for HCI started with computer science, and its original focus 
was on personal productivity applications, mainly text editing and spreadsheets. The field has 
constantly diversified and outgrown all boundaries (Carroll, 1997). Research interests in HCI 
centers in methods for designing novel computer interfaces, implementing interfaces, evaluating 
and comparing interfaces with respect to their usability and other desirable properties, studying 
human computer use and its sociocultural implications, modeling and developing theories of 
human computer use as well as conceptual frameworks for the design of computer interfaces. 
In the early 1980s, HCI was a small and focused specialty area. Today, HCI is a vast and 
multifaceted community, bound by the evolving concept of usability, and the integrating 
commitment to value human activity and experience as the primary driver in technology (Carroll, 
2002). It expanded from early graphical user interfaces to include myriad interaction techniques 
and devices, multi-modal interactions, tool support for model-based user interface specification, 
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and a host of emerging ubiquitous, handheld, and context-aware interactions. The major domains 
that have unfolded in HCI can be identified as:  
Ubiquitous Computing: The main idea of ubiquitous computing is to allow computing 
interaction irrespective of time and place. Thus, it can allow humans to access computing power 
from any device, at any location, and by any format. This paradigm is also described as 
pervasive computing (Nieuwdorp, 2007), ambient intelligence (Hansmann, 2003), and everyware 
(Greenfield, 2006). A recent trend is to call this concept the “Internet of Things” (Brown, 2016) 
where things or devices are inter-networked. The concept of the “Internet of Things” became 
popular in 1999, through the Auto-ID Center at MIT and related market-analysis publications. 
The term itself was first coined by Kevin Ashton (Ashton, 2009). Under ubiquitous computing, 
several sub-domains or research wings evolved: 
 Mobile Computing: In the form of mobile phones, smart cards, portable computers 
with the principles of portability, connectivity, interactivity, as well as individuality 
(Zimmerman, 1999). The downside or potential limitations of mobile computing is just 
not from the security standpoint, rather, the primary downside is the human interface 
with the device. Screens and keyboards tend to be small, which may make them hard to 
use. Conversely, alternate input methods such as speech or handwriting recognition 
require training. 
 Voice Recognition: Is often called “speech recognition.” Applications include voice 
dialing/text, voice command, and speech-to-text processing. Several pioneering daily 
applications and uses are Amazon’s Echo and Google’s Google Home. Attention-based 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) models were introduced simultaneously by Chan 
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et al. (2016) of Carnegie Mellon University and Bahdanaua et al. (2016) of the 
University of Montreal. 
 Wearable Device: Comes from the development of wearable computers and also has 
been called wearable technology or just wearables. From fashion to navigation, fitness 
tracking to treatment, or even for media and communication, this is becoming popular 
day by day. Wearable devices are rapidly advancing in terms of technology, 
functionality, and size, with more real-time applications (Crawford, 2016). 
 Gesture Recognition: The goal of gesture recognition is the interpretation and 
implementation of human gestures via mathematical algorithms. Application areas 
include automotive sector, smartphones, consumer electronics sector, transit sector, and 
gaming sector. Recent work includes Jaques et al. (2016) on how intelligent virtual 
agent (IVA) can be designed to both predict whether it is bonding with its user and 
convey appropriate facial expression and body language responses. 
Social Computing: Social computing is fundamentally about computing systems and techniques 
in which users interact, directly or indirectly, with what they believe to be other users or other 
users’ contributions (ACM). In the application level, social software can be any computational 
system that supports social interactions among groups of people. Facebook or any similar type of 
platform are examples of social computing as are Wikis, blogs, online dating, or online gaming. 
Currently, research in the areas of social computing is being done by many well-known labs 
owned by Microsoft and MIT. The team at Microsoft has a mission statement of “to research 
and develop software that contribute to compelling and effective social interactions.” Their main 
focus is on user-centered design processes. Microsoft also added rapid prototyping combined 
with rigorous science to bring forth complete projects and research that can impact the social 
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computing field. MIT, however, has a goal of creating sociotechnical systems that shape the 
urban environments. 
 Social Network: Analysis is now one of the major paradigms in contemporary 
sociology, and it is also employed in several other social and formal sciences. Together 
with other complex networks, it forms part of the nascent field of network science 
(Borgatti, 2009; Easley, 2010). 
 Cognitive Modeling: Describes how people’s thoughts and perceptions influence their 
lives. Cognitive modeling historically developed within cognitive psychology and 
cognitive science (including human factors) and has received contributions from the 
fields of machine learning and artificial intelligence. 
Modeling and Simulation: The primary objective of this field or domain is to build and use 
models for physical, mathematical, or otherwise logical representation of a system, entity, 
phenomena, or process, and to emulate that model to extract information for technical or 
managerial decision making. This is an emerging field and still growing. 
 Augmented Reality: AR is a technology that layers computer-generated enhancements 
atop an existing reality to make it more meaningful through human ability to interact 
with it. Even though the applications area first emerged within the military, industrial, 
and medical applications, its scope has expanded to the areas in the visual arts, 
commerce and marketing, education, emergency management, serious gaming, 
broadcasting, and industrial design. Microsoft’s HoloLens augmented reality headset is 
one of the recent AR accomplishments. 
 Virtual Reality: VR is an artificial, computer-generated simulation or recreation of a 
real-life environment or situation. It lets the user experience the virtual environment as 
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a real one. Google’s affordable and accessible Cardboard, Facebook’s Oculus, and 
Sony’s Play Station are some VR examples. Application areas are almost similar to 
AR. 
 Serious Gaming: Refers to video games (but not for the entertainment purpose only) 
used by industries like defense, education, scientific exploration, health care, 
emergency management, city planning, engineering, and politics (Aldrich, 2009) for 
training, education, practice, as well as for experimentation. 
Health and Medical: The focus of medical HCI and UE (Usability Engineering) research is on 
ordering the mass of information of increasing importance in Medicine and Health Care 
(Holzinger, 2007). Together, they provide an emerging potential to assist the daily workflows in 
the realm of medicine and health care. Recently, Ahmidi et al. (2017) showed the first systematic 
and uniform evaluation of surgical activity recognition techniques on the benchmark database in 
Robotic Surgery. 
Visualization: It is the process of representing a concept or abstract data as images that can aid 
in understanding the meaning of the idea or data. At IBM, graphics and visualization research 
addresses the problem of converting data into compelling, revealing, and interactive graphics that 
suit users’ needs. Computer visualization techniques, such as computer graphics, animation and 
virtual reality have been pioneered with NSF support. The area also includes visible language 
programming, improvements in screen layout, windows, icons, typography, and animation. 
 Graphics: Computer graphics for graphic design, industrial design, advertising, and 




 Data: Any data can be visualized with the help of a computer to understand the 
meaning and interpret the meaning for general purpose. 
 Big Data: The term “big data” often refers simply to the use of predictive analytics, 
user behavior analytics, or certain other advanced data analytics methods that extract 
value from data, and seldom to a particular size of data set. “There is little doubt that 
the quantities of data now available are indeed large, but that’s not the most relevant 
characteristic of this new data ecosystem” (Boyd, 2011). Analysis of data sets can find 
new correlations to spot business trends, prevent diseases, combat crimes, and in many 
other applications. 
Information and Collaborative Systems: HCI is also taking place in information systems as 
well as in collaborative systems by computer-assisted business tasks to computer-mediated 
human activities. 
Learning and Education: In education, the goal is to integrate better usability experience in 
computers for students or learners to foster learning experience. A significant part of HCI 
courses covers usability concepts and usability evaluations. The aim is not only at usable 
solutions but also at solutions that enhance quality of interaction. The narrow orientation to 
prototyping and usability evaluations does not motivate students to be creative. Such an approach 
often lacks for methods that invent better solutions and designs (Wong et al., 2007). In class or 
distance learning, students or learners can benefit by using interactivity-based learning systems. 
Autonomous Vehicle: This term commonly refers to autonomous cars or self-driving cars, and 
in recent years, has gotten much attention from various research groups and industries. Self-
navigating drones are also in this domain. In terms of FAA and state regulations, the 
applicability may be limited at present. 
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Computer Interface and Architecture: This domain deals with the design part of computation 
systems that allows HCI to be more sophisticated and user friendly. Some latest HCI 
developments within the “decision making” domain are as follows: 
 Decision Support System for VAD (2016) at HCII: This project developed a 
decision support tool that mines medical histories and makes recommendations on 
when a person suffering from stage three or four heart failure should consider having a 
ventricular assist device (VAD) implanted. The work focuses on developing interfaces 
for medical teams and for patients by addressing the challenges in how people 
incorporate information from intelligent systems into a complex and high stress 
decision process. 
 Crowd-Augmented Cognition: CAC includes designing of crowdsourcing 
frameworks to combine the best qualities of machine learning and human intelligence. 
CAC allows distributed groups of workers to perform complicated cognitive tasks. 
 Tech-Giants: Companies like Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook, and Samsung 
are investing and researching into new projects directly related to human-computer 
interactions. 
 
Regardless of the ongoing research and major development within and surrounding 
human and machine intelligence, mostly in the application level, there has been little to no work 
in either transferring knowledge gained in machine to human applications or in the decision 
interactions between cognitively intelligent humans and artificially intelligent machines. At the 
same time, there has been little to no research conducted toward establishment of governance 
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ontologies in other disciplines. In parallel, search of the governance literature produced only the 
following few corporate, information technology, and knowledge governance taxonomies: 
 In order to maintain the integrity of the specifications, Weimer and Pape (1999) 
proposed a system of corporate governance taxonomy based on eight characteristics– (1) 
prevailing firm concept and mission, (2) the board of directors system, (3) ability of 
salient stockholders to influence managerial decision making, (4) importance of stock 
markets in the relevant national economy, (5) presence or absence of external market 
controls on corporations, (6) ownership structure, (7) extent that executive compensation 
is dependent on corporate performance, and (8) the time horizon of economic 
relationships.  
 Keenan and Aggestam (2001) overlaid Weimer and Pape’s systems of corporate 
governance with an intellectual capital paradigm to create a composite taxonomy of 
corporate/intellectual-capital governance styles. The taxonomy mapped the use of 
intellectual capital along two dimensions– (1) Internal-External, by identifying and 
applying internal intellectual capital assets to set intra-organizational direction versus 
identifying and applying external intellectual capital assets to set extra-organizational 
direction. (2) Stability-Change, by identifying and applying intellectual capital assets 
embedded in institutionalized roles, structures, and processes to maintain stability versus 
identifying and applying intellectual capital assets oriented toward change and renewal.  
 Donahue (2004) proposed eight potential dimensions for corporate collaborative 
governance– (1) formal versus informal, (2) short versus long term duration, (3) specific 
issue versus broad focus, (4) public versus private institutional diversity, (5) valence 
defining the number of distinct entities linked together, (6) stable interests versus 
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volatile interests, (7) allocation of the initiative among participants, and (8) problem-
driven versus opportunity-driven. 
 Hua et al. (2006) identified two additional taxonomies to corporate governance based on 
China’s transition from Communist Party ownership of all enterprises to a mix of market 
ownership and State-Owned Enterprises. They proposed a hybrid taxonomy of strong 
versus weak state-centered governance against a strong versus weak open-
entrepreneurial systems governance. 
 Von Nordenflycht (2010) proposed a taxonomy of four types of knowledge-intensive 
firms based on capital intensity, knowledge intensity, and workforce 
professionalization– (1) technology developers, (2) neo-professional service firms, (3) 
professional campuses, and (4) regulated professional service firms. 
 Wilkin and Chenhall (2010) developed a taxonomy of research encompassing the focus 
areas of strategic alignment, risk management, resource management, and value delivery 
identified by the IT Governance Institute. They based their taxonomy on a review of 
four hundred and ninety-six papers in ten IS/AIS and two Management Accounting 
journals over the period of 1998 to 2008. 
 Simonsson et al. (2010) studied the relationship between IT governance maturity using 
the thirty-four IT processes defined in the Control Objectives for Information and related 
Technology (COBIT) taxonomy and actual IT governance from case studies of thirty-
five organizations. 
 Lampathaki et al. (2010) presented a taxonomy classifying research themes and research 
areas and subareas based on the European Union’s CORDIS Information and 
Communications Technologies (ICT) Governance and Policy Modeling. 
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 De Haes et al. (2013) noted that although it is a good-practice framework there has been 
limited academic research linking the core elements and principles of COBIT 5 to 
outcomes in the IT-related and general management literature. 
 DeNardis and Raymond (2013) developed a disaggregated Internet governance 
taxonomy along the dimensions of control of critical Internet resources, setting Internet 
standards, access and interconnection coordination, cyber security governance, 
information intermediation, and architecture-based intellectual property rights 
enforcement. 
 Stout and Love (2015) presented a governance typology with four dominant types 
named as Institutional, Holographic, Atomistic, and Fragmented governance based on 
Western political theory and also proposed a more articulated one as Integrative 
Governance derived from relational process ontology. Their argument on this particular 
governance type is that it captures sustainability and provides better grounding for 
global governance by capturing mutual influence as well as dynamic political process. 
 
 
2.2 Limitations of Existing Studies                                          
Even with HCI’s expansion in human and computer interactions, there still exists a 
semantic gap between the human’s and computer’s understandings towards mutual behaviors 
and actions. Ontology, as a formal representation of domain-specific knowledge, can be used to 
address this problem, through solving the semantic ambiguities between the two parties (Dong et 
al., 2010). The general governance literature that has been identified can be summarized as being 
comprised of taxonomic classifications of best practices and/or standards dependent on the 
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context and the researcher’s objectives. These best practices and/or standards differ from 
organization to organization, government to government, and thus lack systematic continuity and 
universal approach. Conversely, the proposed research seeks to develop a universal HI-MI 
decision governance ontology as the basis for a body of knowledge in a universal set of HI-MI 
decision domains. 
From the methodological standpoint, proposed methodology (Figure 4) facilitates two 
things in parallel– (i) developing a foundational formal ontology for HI-MI decision governance 
systems (left-hand side of Figure 4) and (ii) establishing a grounded theory based foundational 
body of knowledge (BoK) for human-intelligence (HI) and machine-intelligence (MI) decision 
governance (right-hand side of Figure 4). Ontology development essentially requires having an 
expert reference or knowledge base acquired from human experts and/or existing knowledge 
base. In contrary, absence of an expert reference base or body of knowledge (BoK) in HI-MI 
decision governance systems, it is needed to have such a reference base first so that based on that 
an ontology can be built. Unlike domain or application level ontologies where expert panels or 
human subjects can be interviewed to accumulate required knowledge, foundational ontology 
lacks similar subject matter experts to adopt such an interview-based knowledge acquiring 
approach. This research thus utilizes a parallel tied-up approach of building a BoK by 
synthesizing meta-knowledge from existing peer-reviewed literature entailing to be the expert 
reference base and then constructing a foundational ontology relying on this reference base. 
Rigorous systematic verifications and validations are implemented, so as the necessary 








3.1 Integrative Approach  
The integrative approach toward developing the general HI-MI decision governance 
theory and body of knowledge was first proposed by Cotter (2015) and then modified (Mahmud 
and Cotter, 2017) to capture the overall picture in developing different levels of ontology with 
corresponding cross-validation against a theoretical body of knowledge (BoK) (Figure 3). 
The general research approach shown here proposes integration of existing socio-
technical systems knowledge with decision theory and AI declarative and procedural knowledge 
into a human-intelligence and machine-intelligence systems theoretical framework and body of 
knowledge and then validates it through causal modeling of specific organizational decision 
instances. 
This research only addresses the establishing of the formal foundational ontological basis 
of human-intelligence and machine-intelligence (HI-MI) decision governance to form the 






















Figure 3: Integrative Approach to HI-MI Decision Governance Theory and BoK. 
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3.2 Knowledge Generation Ontological Engineering Model 
 
Since new or extended knowledge is not considered valid until it has passed a peer 
review process(s) and been published, this current research on knowledge generation ontological 
engineering process is based on gathering and jointly modeling a given body of peer reviewed 
works traced to their supporting seminal knowledge while simultaneously engineering the 
supporting ontology. The knowledge generation approach to ontological engineering integrates– 
(i) the theoretical construction and development methods of grounded theory and synthesizing 
meta-knowledge as the foundation for building the validated body of knowledge, (ii) the 
appropriate ontological design method for the target ontology’s level and type, and (iii) text 
mining and content analysis to support concept extraction and concept relationships extraction 
for body of knowledge development and ontology engineering. The knowledge generation 
approach to ontological engineering seeks to mitigate the incomplete knowledge emergence 
limitation by integrating and validating theory and ontology development against each other.   
 
3.3 Grounded Theory 
 
Grounded theory provides a rigorous qualitative basis for systematically identifying the 
theoretical constructs, themes, and patterns evidenced in a literature corpus. Originally developed 
by Glaser and Strauss (Glaser and Strauss; 1965, 1967) to systematically generate social 
behavioral theory from observations of human decisions and actions, grounded theory has been 
extended to content analysis of textual data. For textual data, the first stage is to gather 
documents covering the spectrum of the research question(s) as completely as possible. During 
the document gathering stage, emergent anchor codes and natural key categories are identified 
from key words, phrases, and research questions. The term “code” means a named concept. The 
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objective of the initial coding is to produce codes that relate directly to the original authors’ 
conceptual perspectives. Anchoring codes also permit the assessment of saturation, that is, 
completeness of the corpus in breadth and depth. Once the document corpus is assembled, work 
proceeds to open coding in which the literature are comparatively decomposed into natural 
conceptual categories. Next, axial coding identifies spatial, temporal, cause-effect, and means-
ends relationships within and among the natural axial categories. The output of axial coding is a 
synthesis of the natural axial categories into a core concept that explains the phenomenon of 
interest. Finally, selective coding refines the natural axial categories and their relationships by 
recoding the data with the core concept guiding the coding. If the natural axial categories and 
their relationships have been adequately specified, one of the axial categories should explain the 
central phenomenon of the core concept with all other axial categories characterized by their 
relationships with the core concept category. 
 
3.4 Ontological Engineering Methodology 
3.4.1 General Ontology Development Methodology 
 
Ontology development process has varied methods depending on the ontology level and 
type. The fundamental ontology life cycle is:  
1. Pre-design addresses scoping, the environment, and feasibility. Scoping is to find out 
overall scope of the ontology. The environment study identifies the platforms on 
which the ontology will run and the applications with which it must interface. The 




2. Design addresses requirements development, ontological analysis, ontology design, 
and system design. Requirements development establishes the ontology 
conceptualization, context, and scope resulting in a set of initial specifications of the 
ontology’s purpose, end users, intended uses, and relevant knowledge models. 
Ontological analysis identifies key conceptual classes and relationships within and 
among them for the relevant knowledge models. Ontology design translates the 
conceptual classes and relationships into a selected ontology language. System design 
addresses the software and hardware integration of the ontology into the larger 
information system. 
3. Development addresses the ontology production, system production, and deployment. 
Ontology production transforms the conceptualized knowledge models into formal or 
semi-formal computable models suitable for deployment and re-use in the selected 
ontology language. Ontology system production produces the system software and 
hardware components necessary to support the ontology and integrate it into the larger 
information system. Deployment activities pilot the ontology in a test environment and 
scales it up with necessary improvements and extensions for the operational 
environment. 
4. Maintenance tracks ontology performance and corrects or updates the knowledge 
models in the selected language as needed to maintain consistency, completeness, 





3.4.2 The Integrated Knowledge Generation Ontological Engineering Methodology 
 
The knowledge generation approach to ontological engineering integrates the 
development of a body of knowledge and its supporting ontology. The methodology begins by 
assembling a corpus of peer reviewed works traced to their supporting seminal knowledge about 
the phenomenon of interest. Initially, the corpus is categorized based on research focus by 
applying the grounded theory open coding process. The corpus is judged to reach saturation 
when the identified conceptual categories span and describe the dimensions of the body of 
knowledge of the phenomenon of interest, and the literature within each category achieves 
redundancy (i.e., reaches diminishing returns in that the inclusion of additional works provide no 
new or only minor information) (Bowen, 2008). Next, text mining and content analysis are 
applied as exploratory tools to extract manifest and latent concepts. Text mining provides lexical 
information on key term clusters and their distributions. Separation between clusters indicates 
their exclusiveness as a manifest or latent category, and the distributional properties indicate 
coverage of the body of knowledge. Content analysis is applied to analyze information patterns 
within clusters. The structure of the patterns within categories suggests manifest and latent 
subcategories and how completely they specify knowledge within the category. Identified 
categories and subcategories are applied as the initial codes for grounded theory open coding and 
tested to determine the degree to which they describe knowledge concepts, theories, and 
principles of the phenomenon. Resultant category and subcategory codes are adjusted and 
become the taxonomic seed categories and subcategories for the ontology and the core concepts 
categories and subcategories for the body of knowledge.   
Content analysis is applied to examine concept relationship patterns among subcategories 
within categories and among categories. These concept relationship patterns are applied as the 
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initial relationships for grounded theory axial coding, or research synthesis models, and tested 
for fit to the relationships among knowledge concepts, theories, and principles of the 
phenomenon. Concept categories, subcategories, and relationships are refined through selective 
coding based on fit to concepts, theories, and principles and become the axioms and functions for 
the ontology and body of knowledge. The ontology, finally, is published for review and 
refinement before being released for use. 
It is the identification of latent categories and subcategories and the synthesis of 
relationships among and within them that admits knowledge generation in this methodology. In 
the historical knowledge representation methods of ontology development, all knowledge is 
assumed to be manifest and only extracted from experts in the field. This research extends the 
HCI and human-machine intelligence paradigms to the study of cognitive interactions of humans 
and intelligent machines in systemic decision-task processes. The foundational body of 
knowledge for HI-MI decision governance must be synthesized from expert knowledge in the 
disparate domains of systems governance, knowledge governance, data governance, artificial 
intelligence, decision theory, socio-technical systems as well as HCI and HMI. In order to 
synthesize these disparate bases of knowledge, a mixed research method is followed with 
quantitative text mining and content analyses being overlaid on a qualitative grounded theory 
analysis framework. The knowledge generation ontology development methodology for this 
study is shown in Figure 4 and summarized in the following steps: 
1. Data gathering: Create corpus of peer reviewed journal articles of the identified 
knowledge domains, 
2. Concept extraction: Perform text mining for concept extraction to identify structural 
commonalities and differences in the literature corpus, 
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3. Open coding: Using the identified structural commonalities and differences, conduct 
open coding in grounded theory analysis in order to establish concept 
classes/categories for the HI-MI decision governance body of knowledge, 
4. Taxonomy development: Follow ontology design method and specifications to 
develop taxonomy classes/categories, 
5. Content analysis: Perform content analysis to identify taxonomical relationships 
within and between structural relationships, 
6. Axial coding: Using the taxonomical relationships, conduct axial coding in grounded 
theory analysis to establish axiomatic relationships,  
7. Ontological relationships: Follow ontology design method and specifications to 
develop ontological relationships, 
8. Content refinement: Perform content refinement to refine taxonomical structure and 
axiomatic relationships, 
9. Selective coding: Apply grounded theory selective coding to refine taxonomical 
structure and axiomatic relationships, 
10. Ontology refinement: Follow ontology design method to conduct taxonomy-
ontological refinement,  
11. Evaluation: Validate the foundational ontology against the developed foundational 

































3.5 Data Collection Source and Data Type 
 
Data collection is an acute step for any research. Considering the source and types of 
data, research findings and significance may divaricate. Therefore, care must be given in 
selecting data source(s) as well as the types of data being used for the research. For this study, 
data is collected from the World Wide Web (WWW or W3), which is a major information space, 
and so far, the largest collection of public and private websites as well as a system of Internet 
servers that supports specially formatted documents. Retrieving data from the W3 is also 
convenient and faster. Conjointly, other obtainable sources such as library, printed journals, and 
books are also contemplated. Restricted or classified governmental data is excluded from this 
study. The W3 is attested as the primary data source. 
The data used and analyzed for this inquiry are qualitative in nature and text based that 
are comprised of Portable Document Format (pdf) file of peer reviewed articles, journal papers, 
seminal books, and book chapters. 
 
3.6 Saturation: General Overview 
 
Saturation is a key term in qualitative research and can be found in various forms, with its 
origination being theoretical saturation as developed in grounded theory (Guest et al., 2006). 
Other variations of the concept for other qualitative methods include data saturation (Francis et 
al., 2010; Guest et al., 2006), thematic saturation (Guest et al., 2006), and in some cases simply 
saturation (Starks and Trinidad, 2007), as noted in the history of saturation (O’Reilly and Parker, 
2012). 
Despite the significance of the term “saturation” and its applicability within grounded 
theory based study, there are some misconceptions about how to achieve it. There appear to be 
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no strict standard rules, criteria, or practical guidance on how to attain saturation. Glaser and 
Strauss (1967) first outlined saturation as the point at which “…no additional data are being 
found whereby the researcher can develop properties of the category. As the researcher sees 
similar instances over and over again, the researcher becomes empirically confident that a 
category is saturated . . . when one category is saturated, nothing remains but to go on to new 
groups for data on other categories, and attempt to saturate these categories also.” 
Further, Bowen (2008) noted that data saturation entails bringing new data continually 
into the study until the data set is complete, as indicated by data replication or redundancy. In 
other words, saturation is reached when the researcher gathers data to the point of diminishing 
returns, when nothing new is being added. Charmaz (2003) explained that saturation calls for 
fitting new data into categories already devised. For their part, Morse et al. (2002) pointed to the 
purpose of data saturation as “…saturating data ensures replication in categories; replication 
verifies and ensures comprehension and completeness.” Therefore, in grounded theory, the 
notion of saturation does not refer to the point at which no new ideas emerge, but rather means 
that categories are fully accounted for, the variability between them are explained, and the 
relationships between them are tested and validated and thus a theory can emerge (Green and 
Thorogood, 2004).  
Another known question about data saturation often identifies the “quantity” or 
“numbers” on data collection and how that impacts overall saturation. In fact, this can vary from 
one research to another, and even within the same research from one theme or category to 
another. There are two key considerations that guide the sampling methods in qualitative 
research– appropriateness and adequacy (Morse and Field, 1995). Marshall (1996) argued that 
the researcher should be pragmatic and flexible in their approach to sampling and that an 
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adequate sample size is one that sufficiently answers the research question. In this sense, 
generalizability is not sought by the researcher and the focus is less on sample size and more on 
sample adequacy (Bowen, 2008). Bowen (2008) also argues that adequacy of sampling relates to 
the demonstration that saturation has been reached, which means that depth as well as breadth of 
information is achieved. Thus, the quality of data over quantity or numbers must be prioritized. 
Researchers must always ensure that the data source is valid and collected data possess high 
standards as well as quality to uphold the research potency to maintain the soundness and 
robustness of the study. 
Despite all the debates and arguments, saturation as a concept still remains nebulous, and 
the process lacks systemization (Bowen, 2008). Therefore, the best way to formally maintain this 
integral part of any qualitative research is not just merely mentioning in a single statement that 
saturation is achieved but clearly explaining how the saturation is achieved along with any 
related issues or limitations (if occurs). Precise documentation must also be provided for a clear 
picture of attaining saturation. Researcher(s) must also state what systematic checks and quality 
assurances are made in obtaining saturation. 
 
3.7 Documentation for Saturation 
 
The subsequent sections explain how saturation is accomplished for this study. It is 
noteworthy to mention about the data source validation in conjunction with the ways data is 





3.7.1 Source Validation 
 
For any research, especially in qualitative type, the data source must ensure quality, 
trustworthiness, and robustness. Source validity identifies any limitations or issues regarding the 
data source that may pose a concern for quality of data resulting in a negative impact to the 
overall research. 
The documents used and analyzed for this inquiry were collected from the WWW and 
specifically from peer reviewed articles, journal papers, seminal books, and book chapters. The 
WWW is an open source information space and allows a fast, easy, and efficient access to the 
required documents. Some journal papers and articles required special university access 
permission to retrieve. As already mentioned, documents used herein had already passed through 
review processes, thus providing a layer of confidence about content validity, quality, as well as 
maturity. These documents carry more weight than mere opinions, blogs, newspaper articles, and 
any other personal thoughts.  
 
3.7.2 Concept Dictionary 
 
To manage, organize, and analyze collected documents, primarily for open coding, a data 
dictionary in the form of a concept dictionary was created  (Appendix A) within Microsoft Word 
with some reasonable parameters such as– (1) corpus title, (2) author(s), (3) publication year, (4) 
publication source, (5) keywords, (6) primary research question(s), (7) secondary research 
question(s), (8) open categorical coding theme, and (9) axial relationships theme. The primary 
goal for this concept dictionary was to extract themes or concepts from compiled data. The 
secondary goal of this concept dictionary was to ensure whether a particular theme or concept or 
category are fully accounted for to achieve saturation.  
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3.8 Open Coding 
 
The purpose of open coding is to arrange any qualitative data in a more manageable 
format for categorizing and to assist with further analysis into axial and selective coding. The 
term “code” entails a named concept. The objective of coding is to produce codes that relate 
directly to the original authors’ conceptual perspectives. Codes also permit the assessment of 
saturation; that is completeness of the corpus in breadth and depth. Once the document corpus is 
assembled, work proceeds to open coding in which the literature are comparatively decomposed 
into natural conceptual categories. After completing the concept dictionary, criteria in Table 1 






















Goals and Steps 
Phase 1: Goal 1: To identify emerging concepts from relevant literature 
 





Step 1: Read papers. 
Step 2: Check for theme or concept implication. 
Step 3: Identify emerging concept classes/categories. 
Step 4: Document as emerging concept classes/categories. 
Phase 2: Goal 2: To identify core-emerging classes/categories 
 





Step 1: Look up for similar concepts and their consistency. 
Step 2: Cross-check for relevancy. 
Step 3: Identify and merge similar concepts. 
Step 4: Document as core-emerging concept classes/categories. 
Phase 3: Goal 3: To identify secondary classes/categories 
 





Step 1: Identify core-emerging concept classes/categories to fit into 
secondary concept classes/categories. 
Step 2: Document as secondary category. 
Step 3: Documentation of relevant literature by paper title, lead author, 
and year under secondary category. 
Phase 4: Goal 4: To identify primary concept classes/categories 
 





Step 1: Identify secondary concept classes/categories to fit into 
primary concept classes/categories. 












Based on the conditions and steps set in Table 1, literature relevant to similar themes are 
first sorted within secondary and then eventually under primary classes/categories. Figure 5 




Figure 5: Schematic Approach for Identifying Categories. 
 
 
Collected data are gathered into various secondary categories that eventually fall into 
different primary or top categorical themes. For example, literature related to “Governance” has 
nine different secondary categories. In each secondary category, the number of related literature 
for saturation varied. Before conducting data analysis, the systematic approach depicted in 
Figure 6 is followed to convert pdf files of the literature corpus into cleaned text format. Issues 



























































3.9 Axial Coding 
 
 The purpose of axial coding is to find the relationships among categorized classes or 
terms. For the analysis, a column is added in the concept dictionary (Appendix A) to identify 
axial relationships. Identified foundational categories are connected based on the context of axial 
relationships. Axial relationships coding in grounded theory provides the foundation for body of 
knowledge theory development. 
 
3.10 Selective Coding 
 
 The purpose of selective coding is to find the central category or core category by 
concept refinement. Whereas open and axial coding are top-down categorization and 
relationships building, selective coding is a bottom-up re-synthesis in which the researcher 
carefully examines and realigns categories and relationships in order to identify and refine the 
core category to explain the overall body of knowledge theory. 
 
 
3.11 Data Analysis 
 
Data analysis is conducted in the open, axial, and selective coding phases based on the 
specifications and structured guidelines that already have been discussed. In each phase, 
researchers must carefully code for as many categories as fit successive, different incidents. New 




3.12 Design-Specific Method for Developing Foundational Ontology 
3.12.1 Ontology Design Method 
 
Cross-validation/resolution between ontology development and grounded theory body of 
knowledge development addresses the need for internal consistency rigor. As can be seen from 
Figure 4, in each phase of the ontology development, cross-validation checks are made to 
establish that the necessary conditions for categories and axioms are achieved to support the 
foundational ontology. For example, in Phase 1, text mining was conducted for concept 
extraction. Open coding was performed in grounded theory for concept classes/categories. On 
the parallel side, following the SUMO ontological development method, taxonomy 
classes/categories were established. The taxonomic categories are cross-validated against those 
that are supported by the grounded theory concept classes/categories. This validation cycle 
continued until the taxonomic and grounded theory concept classes/categories converged. 
In comparison to other existing top-level ontology development methods, the SUMO 
ontology development method is more suitable for this research. SUMO has some key 
components that are directly helpful and beneficial for this ontology development. Some key 









































Other central features of SUMO that made this development method broadly accepted 
are: 
 It maps to the WordNet, 
 It possesses language generation templates for multiple languages, 
 It provides tool support for browsing and editing, 
 It is the largest, free, open source, top, and formal ontology available, 
 It is more than a taxonomy; it has rich axiomatization, 
 Its terms are formally defined. Meanings are not dependent on a particular inference 
implementation, 
 It is the only top-level ontology consistent with the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard, 
 It was created by merging publicly available ontological content into a single, 
comprehensive, and cohesive structure, 
 It has a hierarchy of properties as well as classes. This is a very important feature for 
practical knowledge engineering as it allows common features like transitivity to be 
applied to a set of properties, with an axiom that is written once and inherited by those 
properties, rather than having to be rewritten, specific to each property. 
 
Building an ontology also requires certain procedural steps or phases that allow 
rigorousness. As noted by Uschold (1995), these ontological building phases may impose some 
challenges like: 
 Ontology Capture: Identification of the key concept classes/categories and the 
relationships in the domain of interest. 
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 Definitions: Production of precise unambiguous text definitions for each concept and 
relationship. 
 Terms: Identification of the terms to refer to such concepts and relationships. 
 Coding: Explicitly representing the knowledge acquired in ontology capture phase. 
 Integration: During either or both of the capture and coding processes, there is the 
question of how and whether to use ontologies that already exist. 
 
The knowledge generation ontology development methodology specified in Figure 4 
addresses these challenges. 
 
 
3.12.2 Design Specifications for OWL 
 
 Integrated Definition for Ontology Description Method (IDEF5) is considered as a 
reference for specifications to map developed ontology with Web Ontology Language (OWL 
2.0). These specifications also ensure ontology usability and extendibility by aligning developed 
ontology with the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). IDEF5 referenced specifications are 
integrated with Fluent Editor to directly map developed ontology to OWL 2.0 specifications. 
 
 
3.12.3 Necessary Conditions in the Ontology and Body of Knowledge 
 
Both inductive reasoning (Evans, 1996; Harman, 1999; Heit, 2000) and abductive 
reasoning (Peirce, 1958; Paul, 1993; Aliseda, 1997; Magnani, 2001; Lipton, 2004; Soler-Toscano 
et al., 2013) begin with observations. Inductive reasoning assumes or constrains the reasoning 
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space to complete information, whereas abductive reasoning relaxes the assumption of complete 
information. Conversely, the taxonomic structure of ontology requires monotonic mutual 
exclusivity and exhaustiveness of complete information. The logic of the abductive-deductive 
grounded theory based body of knowledge development (Figure 4 right-hand side BoK 
development) versus the inductive-deductive ontology development (Figure 4 left-hand side 
ontology development) is that it counter balances the pure abductive arguments and deductive 
interpretations necessary in grounded theory supported BoK development with inductive-
deductive logic necessary for establishment of the taxonomic and axiomatic structures in 
ontology design. That is, it forces proof of abductive-deductive knowledge theories by inductive-
deductive logic.  
 Now, first analyzing how the abductive-deductive logic holds good for the BoK 
development. Unlike inductive and deductive inferences, abductive reasoning can be specified 
by infinite constraints set by the research seeking various alternative solutions to a problem. As 
noted by Klarman et al. (2011) “…the space of abductive solutions can be in principle infinite, it 
is common to employ additional constraints to narrow it down, at least by excluding obviously 
unacceptable solutions.” These constraints delimit the reasoning space for complete information 
and act as necessary or minimal conditions to uphold an abductive explanation, in this research, 
the abductive explanation of the HI-MI decision governance body of knowledge. Based on 
Aliseda’s (1997) abduction requirements, elsewhere identified as the most intuitive and universal 
requirements (Klarman et al., 2011), Elsenbroich et al. (2006) affirmed on the similar constraints 
(as listed below) to employ and support the integration of non-monotonic abductive reasoning 




 Consistency: This criterion allows only consistent solutions by discarding solutions 
inconsistent with the knowledge base. In this study, it means to ensure whether 
taxonomic classes, their relationships, and overall ontological structure are consistent 
with the foundational BoK. The consistency requirement will be checked by Fluent 
Editor. 
 Minimality: The Minimality criterion checks that solutions do not contain any irrelevant 
or superfluous information by not abducing more than what is necessary. Minimality 
condition may be considered as a sufficient one to explain a solution, however, can be 
extended to a necessary condition by deploying even stronger assertion on top of the 
minimal one. 
 Relevancy: This criterion checks further whether a solution is relevant or not in 
conjunction with the knowledge base. A query must not entail the solution by its own 
unless engaging the union of BoK. A joint body of knowledge and query should entail a 
solution to be relevant. Relevancy check prevents accepting ad hoc solutions that avoid 
problems itself rather solving it (Klarman, 2008). 
 Explanatoriness: To ensure developed ontology prevails explanations by taking into 
account both relevancy and consistency. Explanations must be relevant and consistent 
with the BoK. This criterion will also be tested by Fluent Editor checks. 
 
The second thing to clarify is the deductive proof/interpretations of the aforementioned 
abductive explanations. This analysis will be confirmed by providing axiomatic support from the 
abductive logic programing (ALP) context (Esposito et al., 1996; Lamma et al., 2000). Kakas et 
al. (1993) provided an extension of logic programing (LP) to perform abductive reasoning, later 
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supported by an algorithmic update (Esposito et al., 2007). ALP is an extension of LP to support 
abductive reasoning with logic programs that incompletely describe their problem domain 
(Esposito et al., 2007). By utilizing any relevant tool, a minimal set of axioms can be identified 
to be inserted into a knowledge base for a certain entailment to hold in abduction (Bada et al., 
2008). In this research, Fluent Editor is used to insert and manipulate a minimal set of axioms. 
Gruber’s (1995) ontology design criteria imposes necessary conditions of ontology 
design. Aliseda’s (1997) and Elsenbroich’s (2006) necessary constraints on abductive reasoning 
establishes logical supports by delimiting problem space for consistency, minimality, relevancy, 
and explanatoriness. Further, a minimal set of axioms in abductive logic programing will provide 
further support for deductive interpretations. By integrating Gruber’s (1995) ontology design 
criteria with necessary abductive constraints and axiomatic support, the foundational HI-MI 
decision governance ontology will satisfy required necessary conditions as shown in Figure 4. 
The following table summarizes the necessary conditions to support proposed foundational 
ontology. 
 
Table 3: Necessary Conditions. 
 









Minimal encoding bias 










Table 3: Continued. 
 
 













Now that both abductive explanations and deductive proof are explained, we may 
consider the ontological structure as a set {A, D} which provides a deductive structure D and 
abductive meaning A. The foundational ontology provides a primarily deductive structure D with 
minimal abductive explanation A from the associated body of knowledge. Additional deductive 
structure DS will be provided in subsumed core reference, domain, and knowledge application 
ontologies through addition of refined subsumed minimal abductive explanations AS. Full 
deductive structure plus abductive explanation {A, D}  {AS, DS} can be derived only from 
examination of the full foundational, core reference, domain, and application ontological 
structure. 
 
3.13 Ontology Verification and Validation 
3.13.1 Verification 
 
Ontology verification checks the correctness of building of the ontology following 
ontology design criteria. The resultant ontology will be verified by Fluent Editor that uses 
Gomez-Perez’s (1996, 1999, and 2001) criteria such as consistency, completeness, conciseness, 
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expandability, and sensitiveness for evaluating and verifying taxonomies and ontologies. As 
explained before and shown earlier in Table 3, the necessary conditions are taken into account to 
explain deductive structure and inductive meaning in the ontological structure. Further, Fluent 
Editor is used to test the verification. Table 4 shows the listing of necessary conditions with 
verification criteria. 
 
Table 4: Necessary Conditions with Verification Criteria. 
 










Clarity Conciseness  
By Fluent Editor using 
Gomez-Perez’s (1996, 























Validation/resolution is an integral part of ontology development. This study addressed 
both short-term and long-term validations/resolutions. Short term validation/resolution is 
achieved in each phase of the research methodology summarized in Figure 4. As set forth earlier, 
in Phase 1, text mining is conducted for concept extraction. Open coding is performed in 
grounded theory for concept classes/categories. On the parallel side, following the SUMO 
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ontological design method, taxonomy classes/categories are established. As a 
validation/resolution, established taxonomic classes/categories are checked to support by the 
grounded theory concept classes/categories. On the grounded theory BoK development side, it is 
cross-checked whether the concept classes/categories found by open coding are supported by the 
taxonomy classes/categories established following the SUMO ontological design method. The 
cross-validation/resolution is maintained in each phase of the methodology. This process thus 
satisfies consistency and relevancy check with theoretical BoK. After acceptance by the W3C, 
long-term validation will be maintained by ontology refinements. All ontologies are dynamic 
entities requiring revisions and refinements. As new knowledge emerges, all extensible 
ontologies must be refined to maintain long-term validation and extensibility. This long-term 




Different tools are utilized at different stages of this research:  
Data Collection: Computer with Internet connection. 
Data Managing and Arranging: Folder structure in Windows operating system, MS Excel, and 
MS Word. 
Data Analysis: R statistical software (RStudio version 3.4.2, 64 bit) for automated portion of 
text cleaning. Fluent Editor for ontology edits and manipulation.  
Formal Concept Analysis: Concept Explorer (ConExp) tool (version 1.3) for context editing, 
building concept lattices from context, finding bases of implications that are true in context, 




Ontology development is a tedious process which requires time, resources, and 
thoroughness. The aforementioned tools and software thus are handy to build, edit, and 
manipulate ontologies. Out of many tools available, the Fluent Ontology Editor is used for 
ontology development in this research. A researcher must first carefully review and identify 
which tool would be a suitable and better fit for the type of research under consideration. Further, 
not all tools come with the same capabilities. Some of the features and highlights for using 
Fluent Editor are: 
 Fluent is the W3 standard, 
 It supports Web Ontology Language 2.0 (OWL 2.0), Web Ontology Language- 
Descriptive Logic (OWL-DL), Resource Description Framework (RDF), and functional 
rendering, 
 It handles complex ontologies, 
 It uses Controlled Natural Language (CNL), 
 It exports from the CNL format to OWL, 
 Fluent has unlimited imports and built-in reasoning services, 
 It supports R language package for statistical analysis. Combining ontology and 
statistics opens an efficient way for quantitative-qualitative analysis of data. 
 
To recapitulate, the developed foundational ontology is highly formal (meaning machine 
readable, having IDEF5 specifications to map OWL 2.0), rigorous, exhaustive, and is built 
following ontology design criteria (Gruber, 1995), supported by Aliseda’s (1997) and 
Elsenbroich’s (2006) abductive learning arguments with formal validation, and Gomez-Perez’s 
(1996, 1999, and 2001) verification methods. The overall research is carried out in a structured 
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and systematic framework to overcome any challenges, either from scholarly or methodological 

























4.1 Open Coding Concept Classes/Categories  
 The initial concept classes/categories are shown in Figure 7 (Mahmud, 2017). Concept 
classes are derived from open coding specifications (Table 1) and development of an HI-MI 





Figure 7: Initial Concept Categories from Grounded Theory Open Coding. 
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Seven primary or core categories (Governance, Intelligence, Systems, Decision, Design, 
Human, and Process) emerged from the grounded theory based open coding analysis. In each 
primary category, open coding identified a number of secondary categories. For an example, 
“Governance” has nine secondary categories and these are– “knowledge governance,” 
“interoperability governance,” “business process governance,” “data governance,” “management 
governance,” “information technology (IT) governance,” “systems governance,” “collaborative 
governance,” and “Internet governance.” “Human” has only two secondary categories such as 
“human cognition” and “human-computer interactions (HCI).” It is apparent from Figure 7 that 
not all primary or core categories has equal number of secondary categories, and the number of 
literature corpus for each of these categories to identify also varied in numbers (so as the 
saturation point). Detailed concept dictionary and open categorical coding theme documentation 
can be found in Appendix A. 
 
 
4.2 Taxonomy Classes/Categories 
 In parallel to the open coding concept, taxonomy classes/categories are identified by text 
mining (with “tm” package) using R statistical software. A systematic text cleaning method 
(Figure 6, Chapter 3) is followed before starting the text mining. Detailed R code and term 
explanations relevant to the text mining as well as content analysis can be found in Appendix C.  
The most frequent terms that appeared from the text mining are:  
 Systems– 10834,  
 Governance– 9115,  
 Process– 8344,  
 Information– 7498,  
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 Model– 7207, and  
 Decision– 6897.  
 
However, this information is not adequate to compare and contrast with the open coding 
concept classes. In order to get more detailed information, frequency terms are carefully 
analyzed and observed in text mining with an increment of 500 (lower frequency set to 500; 
lowfreq=500) and stopped at 5000 (lowfreq=5000).  
 






5000 Data, decision, design, development, information, knowledge, management, model, 
process, research, systems, and governance. 
 
4500 Data, decision, design, development, information, intelligence, internet, knowledge, 
management, model, organization, process, research, state, systems, technology, 
governance, and human. 
 
4000 Data, decision, design, development, information, intelligence, internet, knowledge, 
management, model, organization, process, research, state, systems, technology, 
governance, human, study, and theory. 
 
3500 Active, collaboration, computer, data, decision, design, development, information, int
elligence, internet, knowledge, management, model, network, organization, process, r
elation, research, state, study, systems, technology, theory, user, governance, and hum
an.  
3000 Active, business, collaboration, computer, control, data, decision, design, 
development, individual, information, intelligence, internet, knowledge, management, 
model, network, operation, organization, perform, process, public, relation, research, 
state, study, systems, technology, theory, user, task, governance, human, learn, policy, 
social, and game.      




Terms appeared at 5000 are– data, decision, design, development, information, 
knowledge, management, model, process, research, systems, and governance. To further analyze 
and also to ensure robustness of the analysis, all the terms from lowfreq= 3000 to lowfreq=5000 
(with an increment of 500) are compared and contrasted to identify potential taxonomic classes 
from text mining (Table 5). Subsequently, to create a taxonomic structure for the ontology, 
hclust (cluster dendrogram) and CLUSPLOT are plotted and analyzed. By changing the sparsity 
of the document-term matrix, various plots are visualized to better interpret and analyze the 
results in text mining and content analysis. 
The hierarchical clustering (hclust) as shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10 are based on 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering strategy that works with the following logic: 
Step 1: First, assigning each document to its own cluster. 
Step 2: Identifying the pair of clusters that are closer to each other by Euclidian distance 
and then merging them. This means there is now one cluster less than before. 
Step 3: Computing the Euclidian distance between the new cluster and each of the old 
clusters. 
Step 4: Repeating step 2 and step 3 until it reaches to a single cluster containing all the 
documents. 
 
The complete-link clustering method here used the distance between clusters as the 
maximum distance between their members to achieve maximum separation. Details of other 
distance measures are given in Appendix G. 
In Figure 8, the dendrogram shows an hclust plot at 20% non-sparsity. This means 20 
percent zero terms are removed from the document-term matrix (dtm). Total number of objects 
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shown here are 103. Following Euclidean distance method and “complete” method in hclust plot, 
this figure shows hierarchical plot of nodes and leaves. As the sparse terms removed from 20% 
to 25% (Figure 9), more terms appeared in the diagram (from 103 to 162). Further removing the 
sparse terms from 25% to 30% (Figure 10) gave even more terms to visualize (from 162 to 219). 
Sparse terms were removed up to 45% to further identify hierarchical clusters and terms. 
However, at this point it was a little difficult to read all the terms. Therefore, the plots for 35%, 
40%, and 45% are made in 11 inches by 17 inches paper to carefully analyze and interpret. An 
hclust plot for 45% (number of objects 446) is shown in Figure 11. In order to make the term 
readable, terms are hanged from 0.05 ((plot (fit, hang = 0.05)) instead of -1 position (as done in 
Figures 8, 9, and 10). A modified and simplified hclust (Mahmud, 2018) for core terms is 
























































































































































  (HI-MI Decision Governance) 
 
 
Figure 12: Modified Cluster Dendrogram. 
 
In hierarchical clustering, the number of clusters are not specified upfront and can be 
determined only after completing the analysis and then evaluating the diagram. Thus, further 
analyses are required in another form such as K-means clustering where number of clusters are 
defined upfront. This analysis generates K-corpus clusters in a way that ensures the within-
cluster distances from each cluster member (to the centroid or geometric mean) of the cluster 
being minimized. The logic and algorithm behind this can be explained as below: 
 Step 1: Assigning the document randomly to k bins. 
 Step 2: Computing the location of the centroid of each bin. 
 Step 3: Computing the distance between each document and each centroid. 
 Step 4: Assigning each document to the bin corresponding to the centroid closest to it. 
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Step 5: Terminating the computation if no document is moved to a new bin. Otherwise, 
go to step 2. 
 
Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 show K-means clustering for the analyzed corpus for 2, 3, 4, 
and 5 clusters (K-means) respectively. The cluster plots shown in these four figures work in a 
mathematical space whose dimensionality equals the number of terms in the corpus (in this 
analysis we have a total of 69019 terms). From a practical standpoint, this is not feasible and also 
impossible to visualize. Thus, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce the 
number of dimensions to two (component 1 and component 2) for 2, 3, 4, and 5 clusters (in this 
analysis) in such a way that the reduced dimensions capture as much of the variability as possible 
among the clusters (variability was 96.28% for this analysis). 
Figure 13 has only two clusters and most of the core terms appeared in the first cluster 
(the bigger one). Figure 14 has three clusters, and the first two (from left-hand side) clusters 
captured the core terms. Figure 15 has four clusters and a few terms are distributed in between 
third and fourth clusters (from left-hand side). Figure 16 has five clusters and a few terms are 
distributed in between fourth and fifth clusters (from left-hand side). Comparing and contrasting 
these plots allows the exploration of taxonomic core terms, their association, and potential 
relationships. For K=2, CLUSPLOT gives only two clusters, one being the noise and the other 
one containing the core-terms. For K=3, CLUSPLOT becomes more informative. For K=4, the 
noise cluster and one of the major clusters from K=3 is divided into two resulting in redundant 
information in terms of information content. For K=5, the last two clusters (from left-hand side) 
in K=4 is further divided into two. The major taxonomic categories stabilized in the first cluster 







































































































Figures 13 to 16 analyses show that the first two clusters (from left-hand side) contain all 
the major terms. In order to create the taxonomic hierarchy, both cluster dendrogram and 
CLUSPLOT were evaluated side-by-side. This also contributed– (i) to identify potential 
association of the core terms and (ii) to find potential relationships among the terms (within the 
same and different clusters). The cluster dendrogram provides an overall picture of the terms 
appearing in the corpus in hierarchy (and possible clusters to form). On the other hand, 
CLUSPLOT suggests the major clusters from the content analysis not only explore the core-
terms and their order but also suggest potential axiomatic relationships. These two analyses are 
followed by formal text mining (where frequent terms are already identified) and carefully 
analyzed to find the taxonomic classes/categories for building the ontology. However, before 
that, the differences between the taxonomic terms in text mining and concept terms in open 
coding need to be resolved. 
 
 
4.3 Resolution for Taxonomy Categories 
The criteria applied to resolve the differences between the taxonomic terms in text 
mining and concept terms in grounded theory open coding are as follows: 
Specification 1: Terms are abstract or general in concept. To ensure terms are not too specific or 
refined for domain or application level. Foundational ontologies specify only terms that are 
general in concept and can be reused across all core-reference and domain ontologies (Standard 
Upper Ontology Working Group Website: http://suo.ieee.org/). 
Specification 2: Terms must be clear and concise. The definition for each term therefore needs 




Specification 3: Terms must be consistent with the knowledge base. This meets consistency 
criteria (Uschold and King, 1995; Gómez-Pérez, 1999). 
Specification 4: Terms should be able to answer competency questions (Gruninger and Fox, 
1995). The competency questions for the ontology are listed in Appendix E. A list of definitions 
for the taxonomic terms can be found in Appendix F. 
 
Following the above specifications, and comparing-contrasting with the concept 
categories in open coding, the taxonomic terms identified for building the foundational HI-MI 
decision governance ontology are: 
 Decision,  
 Governance,  
 Organization-Knowledge (from Organization and Knowledge),  
 Experiment,  
 Systems-Design (from Systems and Design),  
 Management-Process (from Management and Process),  
 Intelligence, and 
 Social-Technical (from Social and Technical comprised of Data, Business, Model, 
Public, and Technology).  
 
These terms are general in concept, therefore, can be reused in core-reference and domain 
ontologies. The terms definitions (see Appendix F) are denoted clearly, concisely, and 
objectively from their attributes level following triangulation approach. Furthermore, a list of 
competency questions are documented in Appendix E so that developed ontology based on these 
taxonomic terms can answer the competency questions.  
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4.4 Axial Coding Concept Relationships 
 
 Concept relationships are identified (Appendix A) by axial coding in grounded theory. 
Axial relationships coding in grounded theory provides the foundation for body of knowledge 
theory development. These relationships show how the concept terms (identified in open coding) 
are related to each other. Following the resolution in section 4.3, the taxonomic terms are used 
for building the foundational HI-MI decision governance ontology. At this stage, concept 
relationships need to be documented. Table 6 shows the axial coding concept relationships only 
for the taxonomic terms noted in a previous section. It must be mentioned that, these 
relationships appeared from grounded theory axial coding. Language is simplified in the table to 
show the relationships of those taxonomic terms refined in section 4.3. For an example, 
considering the very first line of the table “Decision is influenced by Knowledge.” From the axial 
coding it was identified that “Decision” and “Knowledge” are related in a way that “Knowledge” 
has some kind of impact on “Decision.” Thus, in a simplified first order logic, it is acclaimed in 
Table 6 as “Decision is influenced by Knowledge.” Like in any literature, the author’s use of verb 
phrases or verbiage varies. However, the intended core meaning should remain the same if 
simplified for such analysis. Therefore, the relationships shown in Table 6 used simplified 
English predicative expressions while keeping the core meaning intact as appeared in the 
collected corpus. Taxonomic terms from section 4.3 are shown in capital letters in Table 6 to 
easily identify related relationships among terms. Details of the concept dictionary can be found 






Table 6: Grounded Theory Axial Coding Concept Relationships. 
 
 
Concept Classes Concept Relationships from Grounded Theory Axial Coding 
 
Decision  Decision is influenced by Knowledge. 
Decision is made by Public. 
Decision requires Systems and Process. 
Decision is required for Design. 
Decision is enhanced by Intelligence and Technology. 
Decision is used by Governance. 
 
Governance  Governance is a form of Systems. 
Governance involves and helps Public. 
Governance assists Decision. 
Governance is indispensable for Knowledge creation and dissemination. 
Governance hold accountable by Technology. 
Governance helps Management and Organization. 
Governance implements Process. 
Governance utilizes Data. 
Governance assists Business Process. 
 
Organization Organization adopts Systems, Governance, and Management. 
Organization Knowledge helps Governance. 
Organization uses Data, Model, Design, Technology, and Process. 
Organization involves Public and makes Decision. 
 
Knowledge Knowledge is accumulated by Public through learning Process and Experiment.  
Knowledge triggers Intelligence. 
Knowledge assists Decision, Design, and Business. 
Knowledge in Organization helps Management. 
Knowledge helps Governance.  
Knowledge in Systems level provides better understanding to Public. 
Knowledge is transferred through Technology. 
 
Experiment Experiment allows Knowledge gain for Public. 
Experiment is conducted in Organization by Public and Management. 
Experiment can be done in Systems level for Process Design. 













Table 6: Continued. 
 
 
Concept Classes Concept Relationships from Grounded Theory Axial Coding 
 
Systems  Systems is built by Public and interacts with Public. 
Systems go through Process. 
Systems integration assist Public and helps Governance.  
Systems Decision can be taken by Public. 
Systems collaboration utilizes Knowledge and thus helps Organization. 
Systems can have Intelligence. 
Systems can make Decision with gained Intelligence and Knowledge. 
Systems approach triggers growth of Organization. 
Systems development is affiliated with Model and Technology. 
Social-Technical comprised of Systems. 
 
Design  Design is benefitted from Knowledge. 
Design may be considered as a Process. 
Design of Model and Systems help Public. 
Design can be collaborated by Public and Technology. 
Design needs Knowledge assimilation.  
Design is evaluated for Systems. 
 
Management Management is governed by Public. 
Management in Organization needs Governance for Systems Process. 
Management make Decision in Organization. 
Management requires Knowledge and Intelligence.  
Management is needed for Business. 
 
Process Process is essential for Business. 
Process integration helps Organization Systems. 
Process is needed for Knowledge strengthen.  
Process has role in Design. 
Processes can be improved by Intelligence. 
 
Intelligence  Intelligence allows developing Knowledge and Process. 
Intelligence assists in Decision. 
Intelligence benefits Public and Systems. 












Table 6: Continued. 
 
Concept Classes Concept Relationships from Grounded Theory Axial Coding 
 
Social-Technical Data contributes to Systems, Technology, and Model. 
Data exchanges take place in Governance.  
Data regulates Process in Organization. 
Data is used by Management and Public. 
Data helps in Decision. 
 
Business requires Management. 
Business involves Public and Decision. 
Business has Data and Governance. 
Business forms Organization. 
Business involves Knowledge and Process. 
Business benefits from Technology. 
Business has Process Model. 
 
Model helps Public and Management. 
Model is built for Intelligence, Business, and Systems. 
Model includes Design Process. 
Model uses Data to enable Process. 
Model helps refinement of Knowledge. 
Model assists Organization. 
 
Public interacts with Public. 
Public helps to form Social-Technical discipline.  
Public takes Decision. 
Public influences Governance in Organization. 
Public creates Governance for better Management. 
Public earns Knowledge and thus gains Intelligence. 
Public collaborates within Organization. 
Public assists Systems. 
Public Designs Technology and Systems. 
Public uses Knowledge, Intelligence, and Governance for Systems Design and 
Business Process. 
 
Technology assists in Public, Design, Knowledge, and Decision. 
Technology uses Data. 
Technology is used for artificial Intelligence. 
Technology requires Governance. 





These concept relationships must be further evaluated and then formalized for Fluent 
Editor in the form of Controlled Natural Language (CNL) before building the formal 
foundational ontology.   
 
4.5 Ontological Relationships 
Now that foundational taxonomic terms are identified, the next step is to find the 
taxonomic relationships among the terms within and outside of the clusters. For that, a 
relationship matrix was created to find the terms associations (Table 7). 
Correlation co-efficient 0.50 to 1 in the table is strongly correlated (being +1 is perfect 
positively correlated and 1 perfect negatively correlated). Correlation 0.5 to 1 is marked with 
red and 0.30 to 0.49 is marked with yellow. Weakly correlations are in between 0.01 to 0.29. For 
an example, “Systems” and “Governance” are strongly correlated with a correlation co-efficient 
of 0.61. In parallel to this matrix, a careful analysis was conducted from the axial coding. In 
grounded theory axial coding, it was already identified how concept terms (from open coding) 
are related to each other (referring to Table 6). The taxonomic relationships now should be 










































4.6 Resolution for Ontological Relationships 
 The resolution for ontological relationships attained by considering both the taxonomic 
terms association (Table 7) and axial coding relationships (Table 6) found in grounded theory. 
On top of that, CLUSPLOTs explain the whole variability of the data, describe the terms with 
their interrelations, and at the same time show the clusters. This helps to picture the size and 
shape of the clusters, as well as their relative position.  
 Axial coding relationships stated in Table 6 are documented in simplified natural English 
language that has a subject and a predicate. A subject in natural English language can be 
identified by asking the question of either “who” or “what”, i.e. the subject of a sentence is who 
or what the sentence is about. And the predicate in the sentence tells about the subject. For an 
example, the sentence “Decision is influenced by Knowledge” has subject “Decision” and 
predicate “is influenced by Knowledge.” 
  Correlation matrix as shown in Table 7 indicates whether terms are strongly, moderately, 
weakly, and not-related to each other. Now, the information from Table 6 and 7 needs to 
consider simultaneously to identify refined ontological relationships consistent with the 
theoretical body of knowledge. Given that taxonomic terms are already inserted in Fluent, terms 
relationships can be established using Controlled Natural Language (CNL). In Fluent Editor, the 
ontology is established following CNL (Controlled Natural Language). The Controlled English is 
a subset of English with restricted grammar and vocabulary in order to reduce the ambiguity and 
complexity of the natural English language.  
Fluent Editor has a built-in validator for modal expressions and it gives instant feedback 
if there is any violation of rules or expressions. Thus, ontological relationships are first translated 
into CNL and then validated in Fluent using built-in validator.  
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4.7 Concept Refinement 
The purpose of selective coding concept refinement is to find the central category or core 
category. Whereas open and axial coding are top-down categorization and relationships building, 
selective coding is a bottom-up re-synthesis in which the researcher carefully examines and 
realigns categories and relationships in order to identify the core category to explain the overall 
body of knowledge theory.  
As seen from the Figure 7, even though a total thirty-nine concept categories emerged 
from open coding (seven top categories and thirty-two secondary categories), only fifteen 
categories are confirmed that actually explained the overall body of knowledge. It should be 
noted that out of these fifteen categories, only eight being evaluated as the foundational concept 
classes/categories. Decision, Governance, Experiment, and Intelligence appeared to be individual 
classes/categories. Organization and Knowledge formed “Organization-Knowledge”; Systems 
and Design formed “Systems-Design”; Management and Process formed “Management-Process” 
classes/categories. Social-Technical class/category comprised of Data, Business, Model, Public, 
and Technology. 
 
4.8 Taxonomy-Ontological Refinement 
 Taxonomy-Ontological refinement is to ensure whether target ontology will be built in 
consistent and relevant to the overall body of knowledge. After another round of careful 
consideration, “Experiment” term was excluded from the foundational ontology. This term is too 
specific to be included in subsumed ontological levels. While revisiting the open and axial 
coding from grounded theory, the term “Experiment” appeared as “experimental method” or 
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similar type of applications for a technique or test indicating that the term should be rooted for 
either domain or task ontology.   
During the text mining and content analysis, taxonomic terms and their relationships 
were identified in consistent with the overall foundational body of knowledge (BoK). At this 
point it was carefully evaluated what terms and their relationships must support foundational 
ontology.  
 
4.9 Resolution for Taxonomy-Ontological relationships 
 At this stage, the overall ontology is already built in Fluent Ontology Editor and ready to 
be materialized. The materialized ontology contains all the reasoned relations between entities. 
Materialization is performed by tandem of the Reasoner (HermiT) and Rule Engine (Jena), and 
can be done in two modes– (i) OWL-DL (Full) and (ii) OWL2 RL+ profile (Hybrid). In case of 
OWL-DL (Full) materialization, all the calculations are performed by the Reasoner (HermiT). 
This always gives the sound and complete results compared to the incomplete, but fast, OWL2 
RL+ profile (Hybrid) materialization mode. 
 
4.10 Foundational BoK for HI-MI Decision Governance 
 Foundational BoK for HI-MI decision governance includes– (i) an expert reference base 
or knowledge base for the domain of discourse, (ii) core concept terms for the KB, (iii) the 




4.11 Foundational Ontology for HI-MI Decision Governance 
From a systematic approach and rigorous analysis supplemented by exhaustive checks 
and validations/resolutions, the foundational ontology for human-intelligence and machine-
intelligence decision governance can be visualized from Figure 17. The foundational 
classes/categories are marked with red boxes. Black dotted boxes are for individual terms that 
clustered together to form their own foundational class. This taxonomic structure is necessary 
(referring to the conditions set forth in Table 3 and 4) to succinctly specify HI-MI decision 
governance body of knowledge and also assessed by the ontological design criteria of clarity, 
coherency, extendibility, minimal encoding bias, and minimal ontological commitment (Gruber, 
1995). 
In addition to the taxonomic structure, foundational ontology should have the axiomatic 
relationships exhibiting the correlations among the taxonomic terms. Table 8 and 9 list 
taxonomic class relationships (parent-child order) and axiomatic relationships (role and 
correlational). Figure 18 shows the axiomatic structure of the foundational ontology, essentially 
displaying how terms are related to each other. Red arrow means strongly correlated and blue 


































































Figure 18: HI-MI Decision Governance Foundational Ontology Axiomatic Structure. 
 
The above figure is a simplistic visualization, compared to the complex one as shown in 
Figure 19, to show axiomatic relationships of the taxonomic terms for the foundational HI-MI 
decision governance.   
As part of the research question, the axioms need to be specified for the HI-MI decision 
governance body of knowledge and thus listed in the following Table 8 and 9. The difference 
between Table 6 (axial relationships from grounded theory) and Table 8 and 9 is that, Table 6 
used simplified English predicative expressions (derived from Appendix A) while keeping the 
core meaning intact as appeared in the collected corpus. Conversely, Table 8 and 9 are 
formalized in a way that these relationships succinctly show– (i) taxonomic relationships (Table 
8), (ii) role relationships (Table 9), as well as (iii) correlational relationships (Table 9) among the 
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foundational terms. Furthermore, Table 8 and 9 relationships will be formalized in Description 
Logic (DL) in order to generalize the taxonomic terms relationships. 
Table 8 listed only those taxonomic terms that have parent-child relationships. 
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Decision  Decision is used by Organization. Decision is-weakly-correlated-with 
Organization. 
Decision uses Knowledge. Decision is-weakly-correlated-with 
Knowledge. 
Decision is used by Management. Decision is-weakly-correlated-with 
Management. 
Decision involves Process. Decision is-weakly-correlated-with Process. 
Decision utilizes Model. Decision is-weakly-correlated-with Model. 
 Decision is-not-correlated-with Systems, 
Governance, Design, Intelligence, Data, 
Technology, Business, and Public. 
 












Governance involves Process. Governance is-weakly-correlated-with Process. 








Governance helps Public. Governance is-strongly-correlated-with Public. 







Governance is-not-correlated-with Decision, 



















Organization Organization needs Systems. Organization is-moderately-correlated-with 
Systems. 
Organization needs Governance. Organization is-strongly-correlated-with 
Governance. 
Organization needs Knowledge. Organization is-strongly-correlated-with 
Knowledge. 
Organization needs Management. Organization is-strongly-correlated-with 
Management. 
Organization makes Decision. Organization is-weakly-correlated-with 
Decision. 
Organization utilize Process. Organization is-strongly-correlated-with 
Process. 
Organization utilizes Design. Organization is-strongly-correlated-with 
Design. 
Organization uses Data. Organization is-weakly-correlated-with Data. 
Organization serves Business. Organization is-weakly-correlated-with 
Business. 
Organization uses Model. Organization is-moderately-correlated-with 
Model. 
Organization has Public. Organization is-moderately-correlated-with 
Public. 
Organization uses Technology. Organization is-moderately-correlated-with 
Technology. 






















Knowledge Knowledge helps Systems. Knowledge is-weakly-correlated-with Systems. 
Knowledge helps Governance. Knowledge is-moderately-correlated-with 
Governance. 
Knowledge helps Organization. Knowledge is-strongly-correlated-with 
Organization. 
Knowledge helps Management.  Knowledge is-moderately-correlated-with 
Management. 
Knowledge helps Decision. Knowledge is-weakly-correlated-with 
Decision. 




Knowledge helps Design. Knowledge is-weakly-correlated-with Design. 
Knowledge helps Business. Knowledge is-weakly-correlated-with 
Business. 
Knowledge helps Model. Knowledge is-weakly-correlated-with Model. 
Knowledge is accumulated by 
Public. 
Knowledge is-weakly-correlated-with Public. 




 Knowledge is-not-correlated-with Data and 
Intelligence. 
 
Systems Systems needs Design.  Systems is-strongly-correlated-with Design. 
Systems helps Governance.  Systems is-strongly-correlated-with 
Governance. 
 
Systems helps Organization. Systems is-moderately-correlated-with 
Organization. 
Systems uses Knowledge. Systems is-weakly-correlated-with Knowledge. 
Systems helps Management. Systems is-strongly-correlated-with 
Management. 
Systems uses Process. Systems is-moderately-correlated-with 
Process. 
Systems uses Data. Systems is-strongly-correlated-with Data. 
Systems helps Business. Systems is-weakly-correlated-with Business. 
Systems uses Model. Systems is-strongly-correlated-with Model. 
Systems helps Public. Systems is-weakly-correlated-with Public. 
Systems utilizes Technology. Systems is-moderately-correlated-with 
Technology. 














Design Design is evaluated for Systems. Design is-strongly-correlated-with Systems. 
Design helps Organization. Design is-strongly-correlated-with 
Organization. 
Design helps Management. Design is-moderately-correlated-with 
Management. 
Design benefits from Knowledge. Design is-weakly-correlated-with Knowledge. 
Design helps Process. Design is-moderately-correlated-with Process. 
Design helps Business. Design is-weakly-correlated-with Business. 
Design is used in Model. Design is-strongly-correlated-with Model. 
Design is utilized by Public. Design is-moderately-correlated-with Public. 
Design utilizes Technology. Design is-strongly-correlated-with 
Technology. 
 Design is-not-correlated-with Governance, 
Decision, Intelligence, and Data. 
 




Management needs Knowledge. Management is-moderately-correlated-with 
Knowledge. 
Management makes Decision. Management is-weakly-correlated-with 
Decision. 
Management needs Governance. Management is-strongly-correlated-with 
Governance. 
Management uses Systems. Management is-strongly-correlated-with 
Systems. 
Management utilizes Design. Management is-moderately-correlated-with 
Design. 
Management runs through Process. Management is-strongly-correlated-with 
Process. 
Management utilizes Data. Management is-weakly-correlated-with Data. 
Management helps Business. Management is-strongly-correlated-with 
Business. 
Management uses Model. Management is-moderately-correlated-with 
Model. 
Management consists of Public. Management is-moderately-correlated-with 
Public. 



















Process Process is needed for Organization. Process is-strongly-correlated-with 
Organization. 
Process is needed for Knowledge.  Process is-moderately-correlated-with 
Knowledge. 
Process is utilized for Decision. Process is-weakly-correlated-with Decision. 
Process is used in Governance. Process is-weakly-correlated-with Governance. 
Process helps Systems. Process is-moderately-correlated-with 
Systems. 
Process has a role in Design. Process is-moderately-correlated-with Design. 
Process utilizes Data. Process is-weakly-correlated-with Data. 
Process involves in Business. Process is-strongly-correlated-with Business. 
Process helps Model. Process is-moderately-correlated-with Model. 
Process helps Public. Process is-weakly-correlated-with Public. 
Process utilizes Technology. Process is-moderately-correlated-with 
Technology. 
 Process is-not-correlated-with Intelligence. 
 
Intelligence  Intelligence is-not-correlated-with Systems, 
Governance, Design, Decision, Knowledge, 
Management, Model, Process, Technology, 
































Data contributes to Business. Data is-weakly-correlated-with Business. 
Data contributes to Model. Data is-weakly-correlated-with Model. 
Data is used by Public. Data is-weakly-correlated-with Public. 
Data contributes to Technology. Data is-weakly-correlated-with Technology. 
 
Business uses Data. Business is-weakly-correlated-with Data. 
Business has Model. Business is-weakly-correlated-with Model. 
Business is run by Public. Business is-weakly-correlated-with Public. 
Business benefits from Technology. Business is-weakly-correlated-with 
Technology. 
 
Model uses Data. Model is-weakly-correlated-with Data. 
Model is used for Business. Model is-weakly-correlated-with Business. 
Model is used by Public. Model is-moderately-correlated-with Public. 
Model benefits from Technology. Model is-moderately-correlated-with 
Technology. 
 
Public uses Data. Public is-weakly-correlated-with Data. 
Public runs Business. Public is-weakly-correlated-with Business. 
Public uses Model. Public is-moderately-correlated-with Model. 
Public benefits from Technology. Public is-weakly-correlated-with Technology. 
 
Technology utilizes Data. Technology is-weakly-correlated-with Data. 
Technology helps Business. Technology is-weakly-correlated-with 
Business. 
Technology helps Model. Technology is-moderately-correlated-with 
Model. 









 The role relationships shown in Table 9 are formed with– (i) a subject, (ii) role (such as 
use, involve, utilize, require, help, part of, can be, holds accountable, function, composed of, 
need, make, accumulated by, transfer through, evaluated for, benefitted by/from, run through, 
consist of, component of, has/have, and contribute), and (iii) an object. The representation of 
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these axioms can be explained from Resource Description Framework (RDF) which is a 
lightweight and flexible way to represent metadata on the web. Table 9 documented the 
axiomatic relationships in a way that each statement has a subject, predicate, and object triple < 
s, p, o > which is a syntactic variant of traditional binary predicates p (s, o). The assertion of such 
a triple means that predicate p is a relation between subject s and object o. Each part of the triple, 
i.e. each RDF name, denotes a resource (Hoekstra, 2009). 
A sentence in natural English language have both syntax and semantics. Syntax deals 
with the structure of the sentence (arrangement of words and phrases) whereas semantic 
expresses the meaning of it. On the contrary, the role connectors (Table 9) even though they 
seem different (syntax wise), semantically they are not. The core relationships can easily be 
understood by the semantic relationships. For example, considering this– “Data contributes to 
Model.” This sentence tells that “Data” is a subject (s) and related to an object (o) “Model” by 
the role connector predicate p “contributes to” to express semantic relationship or connection 
between s and o. 
 In RDF, reification is expressed using the rdf : Statement construct. A resource of type 
rdf : Statement can explicitly refer to the subject, predicate, and object of some property relation 
using the rdf : subject, rdf : predicate, and rdf : object properties, respectively. It must be noted 
that Table 8 and 9 listed the relations in between the identified taxonomic terms and how they 
form the relationships with each other using a connector. Their property level designations are 
not specified herewith. Subsequent ontological development in the refined levels can explore 
those traits for these taxonomic terms. Table 10 has listed an example of rdf structure and 




USE (Organization, Decision)  Organization uses Decision or Decision is used by 
Organization. 
HELP (Governance, Public)  Governance helps Public or Public is helped by Governance. 
HAS (Business, Model)  Business has Model. 
Therefore, if the connector phrase or predicate is p, taxonomic term as a subject is sT and 
taxonomic term as an object is oT , the relationship can be generalized as: 
p (sT , oT ) 
It must be reiterated that, the relationships addressed and noted in Tables 8 and 9 only 
show the correlations between the identified taxonomic terms. None of the relations are 
expressed in terms of a single taxonomic term. Also, no relationship is listed in such a way that it 
describes only the property of the term. For example, Business is Big or Data is Complex. These 
properties or attributes are explained in later Section 4.14 and shown in the form of concept 
lattice. 
 
4.12 Ontology Development in Fluent Editor 
 
The taxonomic and axiomatic relationships shown in Table 8 and 9 are also validated in 
Fluent Editor and supported by the knowledge base established in this research. These 
relationships are translated into Controlled Natural Language (CNL) prior to validating in Fluent 
Editor. However, these relationships must be demonstrated in the logical form to explain the 
domain of discourse. The formalisms (documented in Section 4:15) ensure robustness and 











Figure 19: Fluent Editor Views for Ontology. 
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Figure 19 shows three different views from Fluent Editor. The top portion of the figure is 
the ontology developing window. On the left-hand side of this window, taxonomic and axiomatic 
relationships were inserted following Controlled Natural Language (CNL). On the right-hand 
side of this window, taxonomic terms and relations are shown. The middle portion of Figure 18 
shows Taxonomic hierarchy from “thing.” A “thing” can be either a “physical-thing” or an 
“abstract-thing.” A physical-thing has presence in time and space whereas an abstract-thing does 
not have such presence. Bottom part of Figure 18 shows complete connections of axiomatic 
relationships among taxonomic terms.  
The following table is a snippet from developed ontology that is OWL compatible (meets 
Gruber’s (1995) ontology design criteria of extendibility) and is shown in SPARQL (SPARQL 
Protocol and RDF Query Language). SPARQL is an RDF query language, that is, a semantic 
query language for databases. RDF stands for Resource Description Framework. 
 




Querying on: select ?x ?y {?x rdf : type ?y} 
 
x y 
Decision OWL: Thing 
Is-influenced-by OWL: Object Property 
Governance OWL: Thing 







4.13 Semantics Analysis 
 
This section will first demonstrate semantics analysis in combination of– (i) WordNet®, 
(ii) existing expert definitions from the relevant domains, and (iii) the use of identified 
taxonomic terms within collected corpus. 
A list of synonyms and semantic relations are listed below following WordNet 3.1. 
WordNet® is a large lexical database of English words developed by the Cognitive Science 
Laboratory of Princeton University under the direction of psychology professor George 
Armitage Miller (https://wordnet.princeton.edu/). In this lexical database, nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, and adverbs (depending on the nature) are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms, 
also known as “Synsets”, where each of them expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are 
interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. 
In the WordNet® database, “S:” refers to show Synset (semantic) relations. The intended 
meaning is given in the parentheses. The word relations to the meanings are listed for all the 




 S: (n) decision, determination, conclusion (the act of making up your mind about 
something) 
 S: (n) decision, determination, conclusion (a position or opinion or judgment reached 
after consideration) 
 S: (n) decision ((boxing) a victory won on points when no knockout has occurred) 
 S: (n) decision (the outcome of a game or contest) 
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 S: (n) decisiveness, decision (the trait of resoluteness as evidenced by firmness of 
character or purpose) 
Governance: 
 S: (n) administration, governance, governing 
body, establishment, brass, organization, organisation (the persons (or committees or 
departments etc.) who make up a body for the purpose of administering something) 
 S: (n) government, governing, governance, government activity, administration (the act 
of governing; exercising authority) 
Organization-Knowledge: 
Organization: 
 S: (n) organization, organisation (a group of people who work together) 
 S: (n) arrangement, organization, organisation, system (an organized structure for 
arranging or classifying) 
 S: (n) administration, governance, governing 
body, establishment, brass, organization, organisation (the persons (or committees or 
departments etc.) who make up a body for the purpose of administering something) 
 S: (n) organization, organisation (the act of organizing a business or an activity related 
to a business) 
 S: (n) organization, organisation, system (an ordered manner; orderliness by virtue of 
being methodical and well organized) 
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 S: (n) organization, organisation (the activity or result of distributing or disposing 
persons or things properly or methodically) 
 S: (n) constitution, establishment, formation, organization, organisation (the act of 
forming or establishing something) 
Knowledge: 




 S: (n) system (instrumentality that combines interrelated interacting artifacts designed 
to work as a coherent entity) 
 S: (n) system, scheme (a group of independent but interrelated elements comprising a 
unified whole) 
 S: (n) system ((physical chemistry) a sample of matter in which substances in different 
phases are in equilibrium) 
 S: (n) system, system of rules (a complex of methods or rules governing behavior) 
 S: (n) arrangement, organization, organisation, system (an organized structure for 
arranging or classifying) 
 S: (n) system (a group of physiologically or anatomically related organs or parts) 
 S: (n) system (a procedure or process for obtaining an objective) 
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 S: (n) system (the living body considered as made up of interdependent components 
forming a unified whole) 
 S: (n) organization, organisation, system (an ordered manner; orderliness by virtue of 
being methodical and well organized) 
Design: 
 S: (n) design, designing (the act of working out the form of something (as by making a 
sketch or outline or plan)) 
 S: (n) design, plan (an arrangement scheme) 
 S: (n) blueprint, design, pattern (something intended as a guide for making something 
else) 
 S: (n) design, pattern, figure (a decorative or artistic work) 
 S: (n) purpose, intent, intention, aim, design (an anticipated outcome that is intended or 
that guides your planned actions) 
 S: (n) design (a preliminary sketch indicating the plan for something) 
 S: (n) invention, innovation, excogitation, conception, design (the creation of 
something in the mind) 
Management-Process: 
Management: 
 S: (n) management, direction (the act of managing something) 




 S: (n) procedure, process (a particular course of action intended to achieve a result) 
 S: (n) process, cognitive process, mental process, operation, cognitive 
operation((psychology) the performance of some composite cognitive activity; an 
operation that affects mental contents) 
 S: (n) summons, process (a writ issued by authority of law; usually compels the 
defendant's attendance in a civil suit; failure to appear results in a default judgment 
against the defendant) 
 S: (n) process, unconscious process (a mental process that you are not directly aware 
of) 
 S: (n) process, outgrowth, appendage (a natural prolongation or projection from a part 
of an organism either animal or plant) 
 S: (n) process, physical process (a sustained phenomenon or one marked by gradual 
changes through a series of states) 
Intelligence: 
 S: (n) intelligence (the ability to comprehend; to understand and profit from 
experience) 
 S: (n) intelligence, intelligence service, intelligence agency (a unit responsible for 
gathering and interpreting information about an enemy) 
 S: (n) intelligence, intelligence information (secret information about an enemy (or 
potential enemy)) 
 S: (n) news, intelligence, tidings, word (information about recent and important events) 
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 S: (n) intelligence, intelligence activity, intelligence operation (the operation of 
gathering information about an enemy) 
Social-Technical: 
Social: 
 S: (n) sociable, social, mixer (a party of people assembled to promote sociability and 
communal activity) 
 S: (adj) social, societal (relating to human society and its members) 
 S: (adj) social (living together or enjoying life in communities or organized groups) 
 S: (adj) social (relating to or belonging to or characteristic of high society) 
 S: (adj) social (composed of sociable people or formed for the purpose of sociability) 
 S: (adj) social (tending to move or live together in groups or colonies of the same kind) 
 S: (adj) social (marked by friendly companionship with others) 
 
Technical: 
 S: (n) technical (a pickup truck with a gun mounted on it) 
 S: (n) technical foul, technical ((basketball) a foul that can be assessed on a player or a 
coach or a team for unsportsmanlike conduct; does not usually involve physical contact 
during play) 
 S: (adj) technical, proficient (of or relating to technique or proficiency in a practical 
skill) 
 S: (adj) technical (characterizing or showing skill in or specialized knowledge of 
applied arts and sciences) 
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 S: (adj) technical, technological (of or relating to a practical subject that is organized 
according to scientific principles) 
 S: (adj) mechanical, mechanically skillful, technical (relating to or concerned with 
machinery or tools) 
 S: (adj) technical (according to strict interpretation of the law or set of rules) 
 S: (adj) technical, expert (of or relating to or requiring special knowledge to be 
understood) 
 S: (adj) technical (resulting from or dependent on market factors rather than 
fundamental economic considerations) 
 
Exploring Hypernym for the Taxonomic Terms: 
To uncover the list of Synsets, the very first terminological meaning (which has the 
highest frequency counts, implying most of the time this is how a term is used) in each 
taxonomic term is explored to reckon Direct Hypernym. A hyponym is a word that is more 
specific than a given word. Conversely, a hypernym is a word that is more generic than a given 
word. As the goal here is to identify the words that are more generic than specific, inclusion of 










 S: (n) body (a group of persons associated by some common tie or occupation and 





 S: (n) social group (people sharing some social relation) 
Knowledge: 





 S: (n) instrumentality, instrumentation (an artifact (or system of artifacts) that is 
instrumental in accomplishing some end) 
Design: 








 S: (n) social control (control exerted (actively or passively) by group action) 
Process: 




 S: (n) ability, power (possession of the qualities (especially mental qualities) required to 






 S: (n) party (a group of people gathered together for pleasure) 
 S: (adj) social, societal (relating to human society and its members) 
Technical: 
 S: (n) pickup, pickup truck (a light truck with an open body and low sides and a 
tailboard) 





Having the hypernyms from WordNet, the next step is to look at the expert definitions 
from the relevant domains. For each of the primitive concepts (terms), existing definitions are 
identified based on frequent citations and therefore listed here: 
 
Expert Definitions from the Relevant Domains: 
Decision: 
“…as a systematic process with clearly defined elements and in a distinct sequence of steps.” 
(Drucker, 1967) 
“Decision is described as a series of steps, starting with information output and analysis and 
culminating in resolution, namely a selection from several available alternatives.” (Eilon, 1969) 
 “Decision focuses on how we (human) use our freedom and thus it has some aspects of human 
activity with goal-directed behavior in the presence of options.” (Hansson, 1994) 
“…conditions of dual equipoise, dealing with options including, where reasonable, the option of 
taking no action.” (Elwyn, 2009) 




“Governance is ultimately concerned with creating the conditions for ordered rule and collective 
action.” (Stoker, 1998) 
“Governance  refers  to  all  processes  of  governing,  whether  undertaken  by a government, 
market, or network; whether over a family, tribe, corporation, or territory; and whether by laws, 
norms, power, or language. Governance  is  a  broader  term  than  government  because  it  
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focuses  not  only on the state and its institutions but also on the creation of rule and order in 
social practices.” (Bevir, 2013) 
“Governance entails the formulation and implementation of public policies across 




“Organization is the arrangement of personnel for facilitating the accomplishment of some 
agreed purpose through the allocation of functions and responsibilities…a system of consciously 
coordinated activities or forces of two or more persons.” (Selznick, 1948) 
“Organization is a systems of coordinated action among individuals who differ in the dimensions 
of interests, preferences and knowledge.” (March and Simon, 1958) 
“…social units of people with recognizable boundary to meet certain goals.” (Robbins, 1990) 
“Organizations exist when people interact with one another to perform essential.” (Daft, 2007) 
“Organizations are the unities composed of mental activities of member with same goals and 
technologies and operate in the certain relationship mode.” (Liu, 2007) 
 
Knowledge: 
“Knowledge is justified true belief.” (Gettier, 1963) 
“Knowledge is a particularly successful or valuable form of belief.” (Sosa, 1999) 
“Knowledge is the most general factive mental state.” (Williamson, 2000) 





“A system is a complex of interacting elements.” (Von Bertalaffy, 1956) 
“An entity that is adaptable for the purpose of surviving in its changing environment.” (Beer, 
1972) 
“A framework with which we can investigate phenomena from a holistic approach.” (Capra, 
1997) 
“System elements are rationally connected.” (Luhmann, 1990) 
“A system can be defined as an entity, which is a coherent whole such that a boundary is 
perceived around it in order to distinguish internal and external elements and to identify input 
and output relating to and emerging from the entity.” (Ng, 2009) 
“Systems components are aimed towards a shared purpose.” (Golinelli, 2009) 
 
Design: 
“…a specification of an object, manifested by an agent, intended to accomplish goals, in a 
particular environment, using a set of primitive components, satisfying a set of requirements, 
subject to constraints.” (Ralph and Wand, 2009) 








“Management is the art of getting things done through and with people in formally organized 
groups.” (Koontz, 1961) 
“Management is defined as the process by which a cooperative group directs action towards 
common goals.” (Massie, 1971) 
“Management is a multi-purpose organ that manages business and manages managers and 
manages workers and work.” (Druker, 1973) 
 “Management is a social and technical process which utilizes, resources, influences, human 




 “…a structured, measured set of activities designed to produce a specific output for a particular 
customer or market.” (Davenport, 1993) 
“Process is a collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of input and creates an output 
that is of value to the customer.” (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
“…a set of linked activities that take an input and transform it to create an output.” (Johansson 
et al., 1993) 
“A process is the definition of the tasks and the sequence of those tasks necessary to fulfill an 
objective.” (Davis, 2009) 
 
Intelligence: 
“The aggregate or global capacity of the individual to act purposefully, to think rationally, and 
to deal effectively with his environment.” (Wechsler, 1944) 
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“...the resultant of the process of acquiring, storing in memory, retrieving, combining, 
comparing, and using in new contexts information and conceptual skills.” (Humphreys, 1979) 
“Intelligence is the ability to deal with cognitive complexity.” (Gottfredson, 1998) 
“Intelligence is sensation, perception, association, memory, imagination, discrimination, 
judgement and reasoning.” (Sternberg, 2000) 
“Intelligence measures an agent’s ability to achieve goals in a wide range of environments.” 
(Legg and Hutter, 2007) 
 
Social: 
“Human social environments encompass the immediate physical surroundings, social 
relationships, and cultural milieus within which defined groups of people function and interact.” 
(Barnett and Casper, 2001) 
“Social can be evaluated in terms of three central images of thought: ‘unity,’ ‘purity,’ and 
‘order’.” (Albertsen and Diken, 2003) 
“In its broadest sense, social means association. Thus, social (connections, interactions) may 
include plants, animals and material artefacts as well as humans. In a narrower sense, social is 
used in a restrictive manner to refer primarily to human aggregates or humans-among-
themselves.” (Dolwick, 2009) 
 
Technical: 
“…two distinctive meanings– one the teaching of a specific art or trade; the other instruction in 




“…distinct ‘inputs’, such as knowledge and labor, and ‘outputs’, referred to as material culture 
and modified environments.” (McOmber, 1999) 
“…a system created by humans that uses knowledge and organization to produce objects and 
techniques for the attainment of specific goals.” (Volti, 2009) 
“…techne as a word-root is traditionally understood to refer to “art” or “skill”.” (Skrbina, 
2015) 
“…involving or needing special skills or knowledge, esp. in science or engineering.” 
(Cambridge Dictionary, 2018) 
 
Now, on the basis of (i) hypernyms from WordNet, (ii) existing expert definitions from 
the relevant domains, and (iii) terms appearance and use within collected corpus, attributes for 
foundational taxonomic terms are determined into two categories– (i) Existential attributes and 
(ii) State-Modification attributes. Table 11 listed both types of attributes. The triangulation 










Figure 20: Triangulation of the Contexts. 
WordNet 





Existential attributes are those attributes of a concept (object) that are essential for the 
existence of that concept. In absence of any of these attributes, the concept cannot hold true. 
These attributes are associated with “is-a” relationships with the concept.  
 
State-Modification Attributes: 
State-Modification attributes are those attributes of a concept (object) that are required to 
explain a certain state of the concept. These attributes are not essential for the existence of a 
concept and associated with “has-a” relationships with the concept.  
For each of the foundational taxonomic term, a list of attributes are documented here: 
 
Table 11: Foundational Taxonomic Terms and Attributes. 
 
 







































Table 11: Continued. 
 































































Table 11: Continued. 
 






































































Table 11: Continued. 
 























As mentioned earlier, the context of triangulation technique is followed to pinpoint these 
attributes. The above table has few attributes that may sound similar but actually have different 
meanings. Conversely, some attributes are contending and needs to expound more. For example, 
“Decision” taxonomic term has Choice and Reasoning attributes. Choice and Reasoning intersect 
only in the sense of “logical motivation,” Reasoning requires only logic (deductive, inductive, 
and abductive). Logic provides the structural framework for making choices, but logic alone 
cannot make decisions. A decision requires a choice among alternative, and choice requires 
motivation toward an outcome potentially provided by an outcome of one of the alternatives. The 
motivation for a choice must arise from a problem. The problem structure changes the required 
logical reasoning and relevant choices. Thus, Choice is listed as “is-a” attribute and Reasoning as 
“has-a” attribute. 
Another example is Arrangement and Association that are transitive and appeared in 
“Organization” taxonomic term. An association requires only links among entities. An 
arrangement requires ordered links among entities. Accordingly, association subsumes 
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arrangement. An organization requires hierarchical ordered links among its people (humans) in 
order to accomplish its purpose. In this case, the more restrictive meaning is required. Therefore, 
Arrangement is listed as “is-a” attribute and Association as “has-a” attribute. 
Under “Systems” taxonomic term, Interactions and Interdependency are transitive. 
Interdependence is a mutual link between at least two entities. Interactions is the particular way 
that the two entities affect each other through their respective actions or some external mutual 
action on them by a third entity. Interdependency   Interactions, but Interactions  
Interdependency. Interdependencies exist within a system and between systems but are not 
sufficient for system existence and viability. Interactions produce the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a system to exist and be viable. In this case, the more restrictive meaning is 
required and thus Interactions is listed as “is-a” attribute and Interdependency as “has-a” 
attribute.  
Now that semantics analysis are performed, the next analysis is to conduct Formal 
Concept Analysis (FCA) based on the identified attributes. Formal Concept analysis (hereinafter 
FCA) is a method to analyze data for deriving implicit relationships between objects (concepts) 
and their attributes in a way that objects are described through a set of attributes. FCA is based 
on mathematical order theory, in particular on the theory of lattices (Willie and Ganter, 1999). 
The lattice structure is built upon objects (concepts) and their attributes and can demonstrate if 
there is a closure on the overall concept analysis or not. In this research, concepts are the 
foundational taxonomic terms such as– Decision, Governance, Organization-Knowledge, 





4.14 Formal Concept Analysis of Taxonomic Concept-Attribute Relationships 
 
The union of taxonomic concept “is-a” attribute relationships provide the primitive 
structural information sufficient to fulfill Gruber’s (1995) ontology design criteria and provide 
explicitness and modularity necessary for ontology re-use, maintainability, and evolution in 
knowledge representation. Taxonomies that are explicit are said to be proper, and taxonomies 
that have been normalized are said to be modular. The objective of taxonomy development is to 
create taxonomies that are both proper and modular. (Note: Taxonomic concept “has-a” state 
modification attributes provide additional restrictions necessary only to specify domain and 
application instances of the concept “is-a” attribute primitives. As such, the concept “has-a” 
attributes are not necessary for concept existence and properness. Thus, the concept “has-a” 
attribute relationships were not verified in this work. HI-MI decision governance concept “has-a” 
attribute relationships will be verified in future work through extension of the foundational 
ontology semantics and structure to HI-MI decision governance core reference, domain, and 
application instances.) 
Guarino and Welty (2000) and Welty and Guarino (2001) set forth explicit, disciplined 
subsumption criteria for concept “is-a” attributes. They focus on the concept “is-a” attributes 
subsumption rather than the semantics describing of the subsumption itself. For arbitrary 
properties  and they take the statement “ subsumes , to mean that, necessarily: 
x (x)  (x)    (1) 
  
(Welty and Guarino, 2001; p. 53).” They base their criteria on philosophical ideas of rigidity, 
identity, unity, and dependence. Concept “is-a” attribute subsumption that meet the constraints 
imposed by these criteria are sufficient to assure Gruber’s clarity, coherence, minimal encoding 
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bias, and minimum ontological commitment. The difference between identity and unity is that 
identity is related to the problem of distinguishing a specific concept of a certain class from other 
concepts of this class by means of its characteristic attributes, which are unique for it. Unity, on 
the other hand, is related to the problem of distinguishing the attributes of a concept from the rest 
of the world by means of unifying relations that binds the concept attributes, and only the 
concept attributes together. As an example, if the question is what is the difference between 
“Governance” and “Management?” Then, with the identity criteria we must be able to tell what 
makes these two concepts different from each other based on the union of their respective 
attributes. On the other hand, with the unity criteria, we must be able to say what are the 
attributes that binds together to form the wholeness of each concept. Welty and Guarino (2001) 
distinguish between extrinsic and intrinsic concept-attribute dependence. Intrinsic dependence is 
inherent to the concept itself. That is, an intrinsic concept is one that is inherent in the union of 
its “is-a” attributes and is not dependent on the union of other concepts “is-a” attributes. For an 
example, John “is-a” human does not depend on any other entities state of being or not being 
human. Extrinsic concepts are those that depend on “has-a” relationships with other concepts.  
For an example, John “has-a” son depends only on the external parent-child relationship. 
The attribute property of rigidity relies on the notion of essentiality. An essential attribute 
of a concept is an attribute property that is necessary for the concept’s existence. Welty and 
Guarino (2001, p. 57) define three levels of rigidity: 
Definition 1: A rigid property is a property that is essential to all its (concept’s) instances, i.e., a 
property : (xt (x, t)  t (x, t)). This rigidity is marked as +R attribute. 
Definition 2: A non-rigid property is a property that is not essential to some of its (concept’s) 
instances, i.e., a property :  (x, t (x, t) ⋂  (t  (x, t)). Therefore, R attribute. 
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Definition 3: An anti-rigid property is a property that is not essential to all its (concept’s) 
instances, i.e., a property : (xt (x, t)  (t  (x, t)). Therefore, ~R attribute. 
 
Welty and Guarino define  as necessarily true in all possible worlds and  as possibly 
true in at least one possible world. As a meta-property, rigidity is not inherited by sub-properties 
of properties. 
Further, Welty and Guarino (2011, pp. 58-59) define “… an identity condition (IC) for an 
arbitrary attribute property  …as a suitable relation satisfying”: 
(x) ⋂ (y)  ((x, y)  x = y)      (2) 
 
Which leads to the following definitions: 
Definition 4: An IC is a sameness formula  that satisfies either of the following conditions 
assuming the predicate E for actual existence. 
(E(x, t) ⋂ (x, t) ⋂ E(y, t) ⋂ (y, t) ⋂ x = y  (x, y, t, t)  (3) 
(E(x, t) ⋂ (x, t) ⋂ E(y, t) ⋂ (y, t) ⋂ (x, y, t, t)  x = y)  (4) 
 
Definition 5: Any property carries an IC iff it is subsumed by a property supplying this IC, 
including the case where it supplies the IC itself. This property is marked as +I attribute. 
Definition 6: A property  supplies and IC iff (i) it is rigid, (ii) there is an IC for it, and (iii) the 
same IC is not carried by all the properties subsuming . Therefore, +O attribute. 




For an example, the attribute Person for the concept Human may have the identity 
condition “has-a” social security number (i.e., person: SSN) and by definitions 4-7, is a sortal.  
An attribute property carrying an IC is designated as +I (I otherwise), and any property 
supplying an IC is designated as +O (O otherwise). 
 
Furthermore, Welty and Guarino (2011, pp. 59-60) define unity as: 
Definition 8: An object x is a whole under  iff  is a relation such that all the members of a 
certain division x are linked by , and nothing else is linked by . 
Definition 9: A property  carries a unity condition (UC) iff there exists a single relation  such 
that each instance of  is necessarily a whole under . 
Definition 10: A property has anti-unity if every instance of the property is not necessarily a 
whole. 
 
Welty and Guarino recognize three types of unity (1) Topological unity based on a 
topological or physical relationship, (2) Morphological unity based on some combination of 
topological unity and shape, and (3) Functional unity based on functional purpose. Any attribute 
property carrying an UC is designated as +U (U otherwise). Any attribute property that has 
anti-unity is designated as ~U, but ~U implies U. 
 
The final attribute property specified by Welty and Guarino (2011, p. 60) is that of 
dependence: 
Definition 11: A property  is externally dependent on a property  if, for all its instances x, 
necessarily some instances of  must exist, which is neither a part nor a constituent of x: 
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x (f(x)  y (y) ⋂ P(y, x) ⋂ C(y, x))     (5) 
An externally dependent attribute property is designated as +D (D otherwise). 
 
Welty and Guarino apply combinations of rigidity, identity, unity, and dependence to 
specify ontological property kind necessary to produce a proper taxonomy. An ontological 
property kind is a specification of how a combination of properties specify ontological 
components. Table 12 presents the ontological property kind criteria for foundational ontologies. 
 
Table 12: Foundational Ontological Property Kinds. 
 
 
Meta-Property Property Combination 
Category ¬O ¬I +R +D 
¬D 
Role ¬O ¬I ~R +D 





Rector (2003) notes that even if a taxonomy’s property kinds fulfills the Guarino and 
Welty’s criteria for a proper taxonomy, the taxonomy may not be a primitive taxonomy. A 
primitive taxonomy is one that has “… independent disjoint skeleton … restricted by simple 
trees” (Rector, 2003; p. 1). Further, Rector defines a non-primitive taxonomy as “tangled” in that 
it is not easily maintained, is not extensible to other taxonomies, and is difficult to update. To 
achieve the state of being a primitive taxonomy, Rector adds the requirement of modularity to 
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Guarino and Welty’s explicitness criteria. Rector defines a primitive taxonomy as one that meets 
the criteria for explicitness and is modular from being “normalized.” 
 
Rector’s criteria are based on the hierarchical “is-kind-of” relationship. Is-kind-of 
relationships distinguish among members of a class or category. The members must be already 
specified by “is-a” and “has-a” class or category subsumption. Thus, membership is explicit but 
not necessarily normalized within the taxonomic hierarchy. That is, x B((x))  A((x)) says 
that “all B’s are A’s. This extension to “is-kind-of” formalism admits (1) primitive concepts 
described by necessary conditions, (2) defined concepts specified by necessary and sufficient 
conditions, (3) properties which relate concepts within a subsumption hierarchies, (4) restrictions 
constructed as quantified “role-concept” pairs, and (5) axioms which declare concept either to be 
disjoint or imply other concepts (Rector, 2003; p. 2).  Rector’s criteria “… for normalization is 
that the primitive …Ontology should consist of disjoint trees.” The criteria for disjoint trees are: 
 No concept should have more than one primitive parent.  
 Each branch of the primitive skeleton should be homogeneous and logical. 
 The primitive skeleton should clearly distinguish: 
 Self-standing concepts. 
 Partitioning refining concepts. 
 Any primitive concept may be subsumed by one and only one other primitive concept. 
 
A taxonomy that is explicitly proper and modular is a taxonomy that meets Gruber’s 
ontological criteria. However, proper and modular do not address the issues of whether a 
taxonomy is complete and closed (i.e., it spans its knowledge space). Therefore, this work 
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applied the definitions of complete lattices and closure operators from Formal Concept Analysis 
(Ganter and Wille, 1999). Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is an applied branch of mathematical 
lattice theory that enables concept-attribute knowledge discovery, development, representation, 
and verification formalisms.   
Basic Theorem on Concept Lattice: The concept lattice B (O objects, A attributes, I 
relations) is a complete concept lattice in which infimum and supremum are given by: 
 t  T (Ot, At) = (  Ot , (  At))       (6) 
 t  T (Ot, At) = ( ( Ot ),  At)        (7) 
 
A complete lattice C is isomorphic to B(O, A, I) if and only if there are mappings  : O  C and 
 : A  C such that (O) is supremum-dense in C, (A) is infimum-dense in C, and oIa is 
equivalent to o  a for all o  O and all a  A. 
Complete Lattice Definition: An ordered set V:= (V, ) is a lattice if for any two elements x and 
y in V the supremum x  y and the infimum x ˄ y always exist. V is called a complete lattice if 
the supremum X and the infimum X exist for any subset of X of V (Ganter and Wille, 1999; p. 
5). 
Closure Operator Definition: A closure system on a set G is a set of subsets which contains G 
and is closed under intersections. Formally, U  B(G) is a closure system if G  U and X  U  
 X  U. A closure operator u on G is a map assigning a closure uX  G to each subset X  G 
under the following conditions (Ganter and Wille, 1999; p. 8): 
 X  Y  uX  uY, monotony.   
 X  uX, extensity.   
 uuX = uX, idempotency. 
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Applying the above criteria, the HI-MI taxonomy may be shown to be proper, 
normalized, complete, and closed. The explicitness of the HI-MI taxonomy concept “is-a” 
attribute relationships is demonstrated in Table 13. 
 













Decision Actions Activities determined by 
making a choice at a 
decision node. 
O I +R +D 
Choice Selecting an action at a 
decision node. 
O I +R +D 
Human Homo sapiens that make 
choices and acts on those 
choices. 
O I +R +D 
Impacts Outcome effect on the homo 
sapiens. 
O I +R +D 
Outcomes Result of chance events and 
actions. 
O I +R +D 
Prediction Expected outcomes given 
chance events and actions. 
O I +R +D 
Purposeful Homo sapiens intent. O I +R D 
 
Governance Administration Oversight and application of 
policies. 
O I +R +D 
Pluralism Distribution of governance. O I +R +D 
Policies A course or principle of 
action. 
O I +R +D 






















Organization Arrangement Ordered structure of entities. O I +R +D 
Human Subset of homo sapiens 
comprising an organization. 
O I +R D 
Interactions Particular way entities affect 
each other. 
O I +R +D 
Purposeful Organizational intent. O I +R D 
 
Knowledge Learning Acquisition of knowledge or 
skills. 
O I +R +D 
Perception Awareness and 
interpretation of sensory 
information. 
O I +R D 
Representation Organization of sensory 
information to explain 
phenomena. 
 
O I +R +D 
Systems Hierarchy Ranked order. O I +R +D 
Interactions Particular way entities affect 
each other. 
O I +R +D 
Purposeful Systems intent. O I +R D 
Transformations Change in inputs’ form and 
appearance into functional 
output. 
 
O I +R +D 
Design Creation Bringing something into 
existence. 
O I +R +D 
Plan A detailed proposal for 
brining something into 
existence. 
O I +R +D 
Purposeful Design intent. 
 



















Management Actions Activities determined by 
management. 
O I +R +D 
Control Direction of behavior to 
achieve outcomes. 
O I +R +D 
Human Subset of homo sapiens 
being managed. 
 
O I +R D 
Interactions Particular way managed 
entities affect each other. 
O I +R +D 
Purposeful Management intent. O I +R D 
 
Process Actions Activities determined by 
process order. 
O I +R +D 
Control Direction of behavior by 
process order. 
O I +R +D 
Inputs Entities taken in. O I +R +D 
Outputs Entities produce. O I +R +D 
Purposeful Process intent. O I +R D 
 
Intelligence Analysis Separating a phenomenon 
into its components. 
O I +R +D 
Human Homo sapiens exhibiting 
intelligence. 
O I +R D 
Reasoning Thinking logically. O I +R D 
Synthesis Integrating the components 
of a phenomenon. 
 
O I +R +D 
Social Actions Activities determined by 
social association. 
O I +R +D 
Association Links among homo sapiens. O I +R +D 
Human Homo sapiens. O I +R D 
Interactions Particular way homo sapiens 
affect each other. 
O I +R +D 
Purposeful Homo sapiens intent. O I +R D 
Reasoning Thinking logically. 
 
















Technical Actions Activities determined by 
scientific and mathematical 
properties. 
O I +R +D 
Control Direction of behavior by 
scientific and mathematical 
properties. 
O I +R +D 
Engineering Application of scientific and 
mathematical methods to 
produce technical outputs. 
O I +R +D 





Since the HI-MI decision governance ontology is a foundational ontology, its attributes 
properties cannot carry or supply an identity condition and are classified as O and I. Likewise, 
at the foundational level, each property has a one-to-one mapping to its respective attribute and is 
therefore essential to its attribute, hence classified as +R. Within each category, there is at least 
one D independent property with the remaining +D properties dependent only the D 
independent property. The property definitions are restricted such that dependence holds within 
each category making the categories independent. Likewise, since there is a one-to-one mapping 
between each attribute and its property, the unity condition holds. Thus, the HI-MI decision 
governance taxonomy is proper. 
Next, modularity, completeness, and closure can be assessed by concept lattices. Now 
evaluating Figure 21, the concepts (objects) are marked in the white boxes, whereas the attributes 
are in the grey boxes. When a concept node contains blue filled upper semicircle, it means that 
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there is an attribute attached to this concept. When there is black filled lower semicircle, it means 
that there is only a concept attached. In FCA, a pair (O, A), is such that O is a set of objects 
(categories) and A is a set of attributes so that A contains all attributes defining O. That is each 
object O has only one set of attributes A, and O contains all objects that describe the C concept 
context. Set of objects O is called extent of concept (O, A) and set of attributes A is called intent 





Figure 21: Primitive Concept Lattice for Existential Attributes. 
 
Examination of Figure 21 demonstrates that the HI-MI decision governance taxonomy 
meets the conditions of complete lattice and closure. All categories support a single unified 
parent concept, and there are no intersections of attributes with unspecified categories. The 
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single unified confirms Rector’s (2003) criteria (1) that no concept should have more than one 
primitive parent. 
 
Next, examination of the lattice path for each category concept confirms Rector’s (2003) 
criteria (2) through (4) for being in normal form necessary and sufficient for modularization. As 
observed in Figure 22 to 32, the way to read the figures is, starting from the very bottom node 
and follow ascending path all the way to the top through connecting nodes. For example, in 
Figure 22, Decision has existential attributes (intents) such as Actions, Choice, Human, Impacts, 
Outcomes, Prediction, and Purposeful. Figures 22 through 32 demonstrate that the HI-MI 













































Figure 32: Lattice Path for Technical. 
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 Now, the composite FCA lattices from Figures 33 through 37 demonstrate that the 
composite categories of Organizational-Knowledge, Management-Process, Systems-Design, and 
Social-Technical of Figure 17 are just the union of the primitive categories’ respective attributes 
and attribute properties. Note in Figure 37 that joint Engineering Management is required for 
socio-technical systems, which is theoretically where the joint requirement should be. The 








































In summary, the developed ontology is written in Web Ontology Language (OWL 2) 
which is a universal language in web semantics and thus meets semantic extendibility criteria. 
Also, with the IDEF5 ontology development specifications and as specified in the integrative 
approach (Chapter 3), this foundational ontology can be reused across all core-reference 
ontology and for subsequent ontological development. Therefore, semantic extendibility criteria 
is met in addition to modular extendibility. This foundational ontology avoids encoding bias and 
not written in symbol levels. OWL 2 and RDF language formally meet this criteria to overcome 
any encoding bias. The ontological commitment that is made is only for formal foundational 
ontology for HI-MI decision governance. This is delimited and solely focused on this area. 
Therefore, superfluous ontological commitments are not made with this research. 
 
4.15 Formalism of Foundational Ontology 
 
Foundational Taxonomic Terms (FTT): 
Considering  T: T is a “thing” that can be “physical” or “abstract” (i.e. physical-thing or 
abstract-thing). A physical-thing (PT) has presence in time and space whereas an abstract-thing 
(AT) does not have such presence. 
Thus, FTT = ({Decision}, {Governance}, {Organization}, {Knowledge}, {Systems}, 








Foundational Axiomatic Relationships (FAR): 
Axiomatic Relationships Theorem:   
Let a composite entity (thing) EE be a set EE \ {E1  E2  …  Ej} with a composite 
conceptualization mapping  M(EE))  CC({C1  C2  …  Cj}). 
Then for  EE \ {Ei R(Ej)}  CC \ {Ci R(Cj)} there exists EE \ {Ei{x1, x2, …, 
xj}R(Ej{x1, x2, …, xj})}  CC \ {Ci{a1, a2, …, aj}R(Cj{a1, a2, …, aj})}. 
 
Disjoint Concepts Theorem: 
Two concepts {Ci, Cj} are disjoint if and only if the entity’s corresponding {Ei({x1, x2, 
…, xj}), Ej({xk, xl, …, xz})} attributes are disjoint; that is, there is no relationship mapping 
Ei({x1, x2, …, xj})   Ej({xk, xl, …, xz} between any attributes. Otherwise, there can only be a 
relationship between two concepts if and only if there is at least one relationship mapping 
between the entity’s attributes Ei({x1, x2, …, xj}) 1  Ej({xk, xl, …, xz}. 
 
Physical Relationships Definition:  
A concept relationship may take on one, and only one, type of physical form: 
Causal: X causes Y (sufficiency) and Y is caused by X (necessity). The relationship between X 
and Y is supported by scientific laws or theory. X and Y can be measured with a high degree of 
accuracy. 
Causal-Correlation: Only causal relationships exist between X ↔ Y, but the existence of the 
particular causal relationship has a conditional probability of X on an observable third parent 
variable Z, that is Z → X, with given probability distribution. Specifically, Y ← P(Xi|Zi) P(Zi) 
with Y independent Z. 
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Stochastic-Correlational: A BoK is not sufficiently mature to establish causal or causal-
correlation relationships, but X and Y can be observed to be correlated due to an unknown causal 
relationship of Z → X and Z → Y. Specifically, P(Y) ~ Sum(i) P(X|Zi) P(Zi) <= Cor(Y, X). 
Fuzzy-Correlational: A BoK is not sufficiently mature to establish at minimum stochastic-
correlations between an observable Y and members in a fuzzy association X, because X cannot 
be observed or measured accurately. Rather X can be observed only through a fuzzy qualitative 
membership. Specifically, P(Y) <= Cor(Y, X = {x fuzzy member U(x) | u(x) = 1}). 
Fuzzy-Associational: A BoK is not sufficiently mature to establish at minimum stochastic-
correlations between an observable fuzzy Y and members in a fuzzy association X, because Y 
and X cannot be observed or measured accurately. Rather Y and X can be observed only through 
qualitative membership. Specifically, P(Y) <= Cor(Y = {y fuzzy member U(y) | u(y) = 1}, X = 
{x fuzzy member U(x) | u(x) = 1}). 
 
As already shown in Table 9 of the foundational taxonomic classes and their axiomatic 
relationships, further, a concept-concept correlation matrix can be shown based on the formerly 



































1 ¬ W W ¬ ¬ W W ¬ ¬ ¬ 
Gover. 
 
¬ 1 S M S ¬ S W ¬ S W 
Organ
. 
W S 1 S M S S S ¬ M M 
Knowl
. 
W M S 1 W W M M ¬ W W 
Syste. 
 
¬ S M W 1 S S M ¬ W M 
Desig. 
 
¬ ¬ S W S 1 M M ¬ M S 
Mana
g. 
W S S M S M 1 S ¬ M M 
Proces
. 
W W S M M M S 1 ¬ W M 
Intel. 
 
¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ 1 ¬ ¬ 
Socia. 
 
¬ S M W W M M W ¬ 1 W 
Techn. 
 
¬ W M W M S M M ¬ W 1 
 
Notions:  
S = Strongly, M = Moderately, W = Weakly, and ¬ = Not 
 
 
Table 14 can be treated as an extension of Table 7 to demonstrate concept-concept 
correlations. The taxonomic terms of the foundational ontology for HI-MI decision governance 
only show stochastic-correlational relationships. It is expected that subsumed core reference, 
domain, and application ontological development will reveal necessary refinements to 






5.1 Overview of the Foundational Ontology 
A foundational ontology also refers to as a top or upper ontology and contains only the 
core terms/classes/categories for a domain of discourse. These terms are general in concept and 
abstract in nature (means not specific to any domain or application level). Foundational 
ontological terms can be reused to core-reference ontology. The scope of a foundational ontology 
is to specify the general or universal classifications or categories, the relationships among the 
terms, and axioms for a body of knowledge such that these concepts are reusable across core 
reference areas of the body of knowledge. 
This research identified foundational taxonomic terms and their structure that specify a 
human-intelligence and machine-intelligence foundational ontology and how those terms are 
correlated with each other. The research question for this study was “What foundational 
ontological structure and axioms are necessary to succinctly specify the HI-MI decision 
governance body of knowledge as assessed by the ontological design criteria of clarity, 
coherency, extendibility, minimal encoding bias, and minimal ontological commitment (Gruber, 
1995)? This question is answered with the provided supportive evidences and systematic 
rigorous analysis. 
The foundational HI-MI decision governance ontological structure is shown in Figure 17 
and 18. The taxonomic and axiomatic relationships are specified in Table 8 and 9. The ontology 
also meets Gruber’s (1995) ontology design criteria as noted with the research question. This 
foundational ontology for HI-MI decision governance lays the foundation for subsequent 
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development of core-reference, domain, and application level ontologies, and their associated 
bodies of knowledge. 
 
5.2 Research Implications 
The artificial intelligence community’s ambitious goal of completely modeling and 
replicating human cognition in computers is still in its infancy, regardless of progress in the 
invention of strongly sophisticated tools and technologies to roughly represent human cognition 
abilities in machines. With this singular objective, developed AI applications fundamentally treat 
humans as discontinuities to be avoided or as objects in human-centered smart service systems. 
There has been a lack of research into cognitively cooperative human-machine decision making 
systems. Further, in absence of an expert reference base or body of knowledge (BoK), integrated 
with an ontological framework, decision makers must rely on the best practices or standards that 
differ from organization to organization and government to government, contributing to systems 
failure in complex mission critical situations. It is still debatable whether and when human or 
machine decision capacity should govern or when a joint human-intelligence and machine- 
intelligence (HI-MI) decision capacity is required in any given decision situation.   
To begin addressing these deficiencies, this research developed a formal, top level 
foundational ontology for HI-MI decision governance in parallel with a grounded theory based 
foundational body of knowledge which forms the theoretical foundation of a systemic HI-MI 
decision governance framework. Integrated HI-MI systemic decisions and actions are required to 
achieve a specified set of mission outcomes under evolving states of human-intelligence and 
machine-intelligence responses to dynamic environmental constraining forces. The foundational 
ontology developed in this research is substantial in that it spans the systemic HI-MI decision 
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governance body of knowledge and provides the framework for subsequent systemic HI-MI 
decision governance core reference, domain, and application ontologies and knowledge 
representation. As the state of relevant artificial intelligence and human-machine interaction 
knowledge increases over the time, the systemic HI-MI decision governance ontology 
constructed out of this research must be refined to achieve reduced risk and uncertainty in 
systemic mission outcomes. 
 
5.3 Research Limitations 
Traditional ontology development methodology follows a life-cycle of– (i) pre-design 
and scoping, (ii) design, (iii) development, and (iv) maintenance. In its design and development, 
traditional ontology articulation relies on an existing knowledge base extracted from either 
interviewing experts or synthesizing meta-knowledge from the seminal works of the tangential 
domains by reviewing and integrating them into a literature corpus (Uschold and King, 1995; 
Gómez-Pérez, 1999). Since this research did not have HI-MI experts or an existing body of 
knowledge, it relied on synthesizing meta-knowledge from admitted peer reviewed works of 
identified tangential domains into a literature corpus. For this systemic HI-MI decision 
governance foundational ontology formulation, the existing collections of relevant knowledge 
were synthesized from the domains of the general systems, governance, decision theory, socio-
technical systems, human-machine interaction, and artificial intelligence. Peer reviewed works 
outside of the identified tangential domains were not included in the systemic HI-MI decision 
governance ontology development. Further, restricted or classified governmental data is 
excluded from this study. Thus, the resultant systemic HI-MI decision governance foundational 
ontology may reflect only academic knowledge of identified tangential domains and not fully 
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span governmental or military interface of humans and machines toward mission 
accomplishment. 
An ontology and its associated knowledge base are dynamic entities in that they must 
change with the addition of new knowledge. Long term validation of an ontology requires 
ontology refinement which is triggered by updating the existing body of knowledge with the 
addition of new knowledge into the knowledge base. The systemic HI-MI decision governance 
foundational ontology developed in this research is only the first version of what is expected to 
be a sequence of version updates as new knowledge will be added from supporting core 
reference, domain, and application specific ontologies and their associated bodies of knowledge. 
Another point of assessment is that, this research did not seek to answer questions in 
governance that relates or considers “fairness”, “justification”, or “ethical obligation”. Therefore, 
whether it is Jeremy Bentham’s (1843) “Utilitarianism” for “greater goodness or happiness” or 
Immanuel Kant’s (2004) “Categorical Imperative” for “moral obligation” and thus to relate 
decision governance with “morality” or “justice” is beyond the scope of this research. The 
ethical obligation or “justice” in philosophical domain also raised this question with much 
debate– “What is the right thing to do?” Or especially for this research– “Should decision 
governance include the ethical or moral perspective?” These questions are also out of scope of 
the current research. However, questions like these certainly set off interesting future research 










6.1 Primary Contributions of this Study 
 Primary contribution of this study can be summarized as below: 
Theoretical: This research produced a grounded theory based foundational body of knowledge 
for systemic HI-MI decision governance. This foundational body of knowledge is comprised of 
peer-reviewed journals, articles, synthesized book chapters, and books. Further, this research 
produced a systemic HI-MI decision governance formal foundational ontology that meets 
Gruber’s (1995) ontology design criteria and is extendible to the W3C by Web Ontology 
Language (OWL). This extendibility fulfills ontology design criteria. 
Methodological: A unique methodology has been introduced by this research which is based on 
abductive-deductive logical inferences for ground theory based BoK development with the 
inductive-deductive interpretations of necessary conditions for ontology design. This 
methodology employed cross-validation and resolution of the foundational ontology against its 
foundational body of knowledge. 
 
 
6.2 Widening the Scope 
The scope of this research includes: 
1. A foundational formal ontology for HI-MI decision governance within a systems 
context.  
2. A grounded theory based foundational body of knowledge (BoK) for human-
intelligence (HI) and machine-intelligence (MI) decision governance. 
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 These scopes can be widened by taking the outcomes of this research and extend that to 
build supporting core-reference, domain, and application ontologies. Having a completed 
structure of HI-MI decision governance full ontology, i.e. spanning from foundational to 
application level ontology, we can make systematic and reliable human-machine decisions across 




6.3 Suggestions for Future Research 
 A foundational ontology lays the foundation for subsequent ontological development 
such as core-reference, domain, and application ontologies. The classes/categories/terms and 
axioms identified for foundational ontology by this research can be re-used to build core-
reference ontologies. Additionally, the knowledge base created with this research for systemic 
HI-MI decision governance gives a reference base for other relevant studies. The major 
suggestions for future research are: 
1. Continue building the core-reference, then domain, and then application level 
ontologies for systemic HI-MI decision governance. 
2. The ontology built here is the W3C extendible (with OWL). Integrating this with 
SUMO top ontology for the purpose of knowledge sharing and re-use will be highly 
beneficial. 
3. Updating and extending the knowledge base when new knowledge will emerge. 
4. Updating the developed foundational ontology with the updates of existing knowledge 
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 Now, based on this concept dictionary, concept categories identified from open coding 




Table 16: Concept Categories from Open Coding. 
 
 





Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 





-     Corporate Governance and Intellectual Capital (Keenan J, 
2001) 
- Exploring Knowledge Governance (Foss N, 2010) 
- Knowledge Governance, Innovation and Development 
(Burlamaqui L, 2010) 
- The Emerging Knowledge Governance Approach: Challenges 
and Characteristics (Foss N, 2007) 
- Knowledge Governance: Processes and Perspectives (Foss N, 
2009) 
- Knowledge Governance: An Exploration of Principles, Impact, 
and Barriers (Gerritsen A, 2013) 
- Knowledge Governance (Choi C, 2005) 
- A Conceptualization of Knowledge Governance in Project-
Based Organizations (Pemsel S, 2014) 
- Neither Hierarchy nor Identity: Knowledge-Governance 
Mechanisms and the Theory of the Firm (Grandori A, 2001) 
- Exploring the Complex Interaction between Governance and 






-     Thinking Clearly about Multistakeholder Internet Governance 
(DeNardis L, 2013) 
- Zero-rating in Emerging Economies (Galpaya H, 2017) 
- Critical Infrastructure and the Internet of Things (Simon T, 
2017) 
- Corporate Accountability for a Free and Open Internet 
(MacKinnon R, 2016) 
- Internet Intermediaries as Platforms for Expression and 
Innovation (Chander A, 2016) 
- Increasing Internet Connectivity While Combatting 
Cybercrime: Ghana as a Case Study (Baylon C, 2016) 
- Unlocking Affordable Access in Sub-Saharan Africa (Song S, 
2016) 
- Multi-Stakeholderism: Anatomy of an Inchoate Global 
Institution (Raymond M, 2016) 
- Standards, Patents and National Competitiveness (Murphree 
M, 2016) 
- Ethics in the Internet Environment (Weber R, 2016) 
- One Internet: An Evidentiary Basis for Policy Making on 
Internet Universality and Fragmentation (DeNardis L, 2016) 
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Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
- When Are Two Networks Better than One? Toward a Theory 
of Optimal Fragmentation (Yoo C, 2016) 
- How to Connect the Other Half: Evidence and Policy Insights 
from Household Surveys in Latin America (Galperin H, 2016) 
- Internet Openness and Fragmentation: Toward Measuring the 
Economic Effects (Box S, 2016) 
- A Framework for Understanding Internet Openness (West J, 
2016) 
- Market-Driven Challenges to Open Internet Standards 
(Fältström P, 2016) 
- Governance of International Trade and the Internet: Existing 
and Evolving Regulatory Systems (Singh H, 2016) 
- Tracing the Economic Impact of Regulations on the Free Flow 
of Data and Data Localization (Bauer M, 2016) 
- Looking Back on the First Round of New gTLD Applications: 
Implications for Trademarks and Freedom of Expression 
(Lipton J, 2016) 
- Patents and Internet Standards (Contreras J, 2016) 
- Jurisdiction on the Internet: From Legal Arms Race to 
Transnational Cooperation (Chapelle B, 2016) 
- Education 3.0 and Internet Governance: A New Global 
Alliance for Children and Young People’s Sustainable Digital 
Development (Frau-Meigs D, 2016) 
- A Pragmatic Approach to the Right to Be Forgotten (O’Hara 
K, 2016) 
- The Digital Trade Imbalance and Its Implications for Internet 
Governance (Aaronson S, 2016) 
- The Privatization of Human Rights: Illusions of Consent, 
Automation and Neutrality (Taylor E, 2016) 
- Combatting Cyber Threats: CSIRTs and Fostering 
International Cooperation on Cybersecurity (Bradshaw S, 
2015) 
- One in Three: Internet Governance and Children's Rights 
(Livingstone S, 2015) 
- The Dark Web Dilemma: Tor, Anonymity and Online Policing 
(Jardine E, 2015) 
- The Tor Dark Net (Owen G, 2015) 
- The Strengths and Weaknesses of the Brazilian Internet Bill of 
Rights: Examining a Human Rights Framework for the 
Internet (Rossini C, 2015) 
- Landmark EU and US Net Neutrality Decisions: How Might 
Pending Decisions Impact Internet Fragmentation? (Scott B, 
2015) 
- The Emergence of Contention in Global Internet Governance 
(Bradshaw S, 2015) 
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Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
- Net Neutrality: Reflections on the Current Debate (Bello P, 
2015) 
- Solving the International Internet Policy Coordination Problem 
(Ashton-Hart N, 2015) 
- Connected Choices: How the Internet is Challenging 
Sovereign Decisions (Hathaway M, 2015) 
- A Primer on Globally Harmonizing Internet Jurisdiction and 
Regulations (Chertoff M, 2015) 
- ICANN: Bridging the Trust Gap (Taylor E, 2015) 
- Understanding Digital Intelligence and the Norms that Might 
Govern It (Omand D, 2015) 
- On the Nature of the Internet (Daigle L, 2015) 
- The Impact of the Dark Web on Internet Governance and 
Cyber Security (Chertoff M, 2015) 
- Innovations in Global Governance: Toward a Distributed 
Internet Governance Ecosystem (Verhulst S, 2014) 
- Legal Interoperability as a Tool for Combatting Fragmentation 
(Weber R, 2014) 
- Legal Mechanisms for Governing the Transition of Key 
Domain Name Functions to the Global Multi-Stakeholder 
Community (Shull A, 2014) 
- Tipping the Scale: An Analysis of Global Swing States in the 
Internet Governance Debate (Maurer T, 2014) 
- The Regime Complex for Managing Global Cyber Activities 






- Collaborative Governance (Donahue J, 2011) 
- Collaborative Governance in Theory and Practice (Chris A, 
2007) 
- Teaching Collaborative Governance: Phases, Competencies, 
and Case-Based Learning (Morse R, 2015) 
- Collaborative Public Management: Where Have We Been and 
Where Are We Going? (O’Leary R, 2012) 
- Collaborative Public Management: New Strategies for Local 
Government (Agranoff R, 2003) 
- An Integrative Framework for Collaborative Governance 
(Emerson K, 2011) 
- A Grounding for Global Governance (Stout M, 2015) 
 




- COBIT 5 and Enterprise Governance of IT (De Haes S, 2013) 
- Governance Strategies for Living Technologies: Bridging the 
Gap between Stimulating and Regulating Technoscience (Est 
R, 2013) 
- Coordinating Technology Governance (Marchant G, 2015) 
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Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
- Governance Challenges of Technological Systems 
Convergence (Whitman J, 2006) 
- Board Briefing on IT Governance (IT Governance Institute, 
2003) 
- IT Governance: Developing a Successful Governance Strategy 
(The National Computing Centre, 2005) 
- Don't Just Lead, Govern: How Top Performing Firms Govern 
IT (Weill P, 2004) 
- Decision Support Framework for the Implementation of IT 






- Norms as a Basis for Governing Sociotechnical System (Singh 
M, 2013) 
- A Systems Theory of Good Governance (Bang H, 2013) 
- System-of-Systems Governance: New Patterns of Thought 
(Morris E, 2006)  
- Empirical Taxonomy SOE Governance Transitional China 
(Hua J, 2006) 
- Governance and Intelligence in Research and Innovation 





- The Governance of Business Processes (Markus M, 2015) 
- The Governance of Business Process Management (Spanyi A, 
2015) 






- Organizational Governance (Foss N, 2008) 
- Rethinking Governance in Management Research (Tihanyi L, 
2014) 
- The Management of Project Management: A Conceptual 
Framework for Project Governance (Too E, 2014) 
- A Framework for Development of Integrated Intelligent 
Knowledge for Management of Telecommunication Networks 






- Governance Interoperability in Intergovernmental Services 
(Kubicek H, 2008) 
- The Relationship between Modes of Governance and 
Relational Tie in New Product Development Relationships 
(Teimoury E, 2010) 
- Governance, Growth, and Development Decision-Making 




- Addressing the Impact of Data Location Regulation in 
Financial Services (Kaplan J, 2015) 
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Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
 - The Compelling Case for Data Governance (Blair D, 2015) 
- One Size Does Not Fit All- A Contingency Approach to Data 
Governance (Weber K, 2009) 
- Designing a Data Governance Framework (Niemi E, 2013) 









- Human-Computer Super-Intelligence (Antonov A, 2010) 
- Intelligence: New Findings and Theoretical Developments 
(Nisbett R, 2012) 
- Genetics of Intelligence (Deary I, 2006) 
- Assessing the Competence and Credibility of Human Sources 
of Intelligence Evidence: Contributions from Law and 
Probability (Schum D, 2007) 
- Race and IQ in the Postgenomic Age: The Microcephaly Case 
(Richardson S, 2011) 
- Collective Intelligence, The Invisible Revolution (Noubel JF, 
2004) 
- On the Collective Nature of Human Intelligence (Pentland A, 
2007) 
- Collective Intelligence in Organizations: Tools and Studies 
(Grasso A, 2012) 
- Human Super Intelligence (Antonov A, 2011) 
- Increasing Emotional Intelligence through Training: Current 
Status and Future Directions (Schutte N, 2013) 
- Relational Frame Theory and Human Intelligence (Cassidy S, 
2010) 
- Collective Intelligence in Humans: A Literature Review 






- Revealing Autonomous System Taxonomy (Dimitropoulos X, 
2006) 
- Measuring the Machine Intelligence Quotient (MIQ) of 
Human-Machine Cooperative Systems (Park HJ, 2001) 
- Universal Intelligence: A Definition of Machine Intelligence 
(Legg S, 2007) 
- Machine Intelligence (Taylor A, 2009) 
- Toward Human Level Machine Intelligence-Is It Achievable? 






- Ambient intelligence: Technologies, Applications, and 
Opportunities (Cook D, 2009) 
- The Future of Ambient Intelligence in Europe: The Need for 
More Everyday Life (Punie Y, 2005) 
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Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
- Ambient Intelligence: Concepts and Applications (Augusto J, 
2007) 
- A Survey on Ambient Intelligence in Healthcare (Acampora 
G, 2013) 
- BOnSAI: A Smart Building Ontology for Ambient 
Intelligence (Stavropoulos T, 2012) 
- An Ambient Intelligent Agent with Awareness of Human Task 







- Sustainable Policy Making: A Strategic Challenge for 
Artificial Intelligence (Milano M, 2014) 
- Artificial Intelligence for Decision Making (Phillips-Wren G, 
2006) 
- Artificial Intelligence and Consciousness (McDermott D, 
2007) 
- The Knowledge Level (Newell A, 1982) 
- Planning in a Hierarchy of Abstraction Spaces (Sacerdoti E, 
1974) 
- On Seeing Things (Clowes M, 1971) 
- Intention is Choice with Commitment (Cohen P, 1990) 
- Artificial Intelligence and Administrative Discretion: 
Implications for Public Administration (Barth T, 1999) 
- Combining Human and Machine Intelligence in Large-scale 
Crowdsourcing (Kamar E, 2012) 
- Artificial Psychology: The Psychology of AI (Crowder J, 
2013) 
- Unnatural Selection: Seeing Human Intelligence in Artificial 
Creations (Veale T 2015) 
- Artificial Legal Intelligence (Gray P, 1997) 







- Evaluating User Experience in Games: Concepts and Methods 
(Bernhaupt R, 2010) 
- Composition of Constraint, Hypothesis and Error Models to 
Improve Interaction in Human-Machine Interfaces (Navarro-
Cerdan J, 2016) 
- Command and Control Requirements for Moving-Target 
Defense (Carvalho M, 2012) 
- Improvement of Embedded Human-Machine Interfaces 
Combining Language, Hypothesis and Error Models (Perez-
Cortes J, 2011) 









Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
- Combining Decision-Making Theories with a Cognitive 
Theory for Intelligent Help: A Comparison (Kabassi K, 2015) 
- Creating Living Cellular Machines (Kamm R, 2013) 
- Human Reliability in Man-Machine Systems (Havlikova M, 
2015) 
- Collective Intelligence System Engineering (Lykourentzou I, 
2009) 
- A Basis of Safety Design for Cooperative Human-Machine 
System (Okabe K, 2011) 
- A Decision-Support Approach for the Design of Human-
Machine Systems and Processes (LaSala K, 1995) 
- A Framework to classify Processes in the field of Human-
Machine Systems Engineering (Ley D, 2013) 
- A Learning-by-Metaphor Human-Machine System (Rubin S, 
2006) 
- A Survey on Human Machine Dialogue Systems (Mallios S, 
2016) 
- Abnormal Operation Diagnosis in Human-Machine Systems 
(Berdjag D, 2015) 
- Advances in Human-Machine Systems for In-Vehicle 
Environments (Hansen J, 2008) 
- RECON: An Adaptive Human-Machine System for 
Supporting Intelligence Analysis (Ross W, 2013) 
- Virtual/Mixed/Augmented Reality Laboratory Research for 
the Study of Augmented Human and Human-Machine 
Systems (Helin K, 2016) 
- Physiological Cognitive State Assessment: Applications for 
Designing Effective Human-Machine Systems (Estepp J, 
2011) 
- Conceptualizing Hybrid Human-Machine Systems and 
Interaction (Buxbaum-Conradi S, 2016) 
- Cooperative Problem Solving in Human-Machine Systems: 
Theory, Models, and Intelligent Associate Systems (Jones P, 
2000) 
- An Adaptive Basic I/O Gain Tuning Method Based on 
Leveling Control Input Histogram for Human-Machine 
Systems (Kamezaki M, 2014) 
- Analysis and Modeling of Human Impedance Properties for 
Designing a Human-Machine Control System (Tanaka Y, 
2007) 
- Enhancing the Dependability of Human-Machine Systems 
Using Brunswikian Symmetry (Jipp M, 2006) 
- Design and Modelling in Optimization of Human-Machine 
Systems Functioning (Grif M, 2015) 
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Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
- A Quantitative Measure for Information Transfer in Human-
Machine Control Systems (Bakaev M, 2015) 
- Formal Framework for Detection of Automation Surprises in 
Human-Machine Systems Modeled by Hybrid Automata (Ishii 
D, 2014) 
- Simulation Model of the Decision-Making Support for 
Human-Machine Systems Operators (Nina R, 2015) 
- Optimal Modality Selection for Multimodal Human-Machine 
Systems using RIMAG (Jacob M, 2014) 
- Optimal Task Allocation for Human-Machine Collaborative 





- Can Machines Intelligently Propose Novel and Reasonable 
Scientific Hypotheses? (Wang P, 2017) 
- Google's Neural Machine Translation System: Bridging the 
Gap between Human and Machine Translation (Wu Y, 2016) 







- Why and Why Not Explanations Improve the Intelligibility of 
Context-Aware Intelligent Systems (Lim B, 2009) 
- Robotics and Intelligent Systems in Support of Society (Reddy 
R, 2006) 
- Intelligent Control for Human-Machine Systems (Buss M, 
1996) 
- Human-Machine Cooperation to Design Intelligent 
Manufacturing Systems (Pacaux-Lemoine M-P, 2016) 
- Real-Time Motion Planning Methods for Autonomous On-
Road Driving: State-of-The-Art and Future Research 






- 5G: The Convergence of Wirelessly Communications 
(Chávez-Santiago R, 2015) 
- Convergence and Competition: The Case of Bank Regulation 
in Britain and the United States (Schooner H, 1999) 
- Cloudlets: At the Leading Edge of Mobile-Cloud Convergence 






- Socio-Technical Systems: From Design Methods to Systems 
Engineering (Baxter G, 2011) 
- The New Stream of Socio-Technical Approach and Main 
Stream Information Systems Research (Ghaffarian V, 2011) 
- Socio-Technical Systems Analysis in Health Care: A Research 
Agenda (Carayon P, 2011) 
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Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
- Ethical and Legal Issues of the Use of Computational 
Intelligence Techniques in Computer Security and Computer 






- Designing Organizational Systems (Baskerville R, 2013) 
- Perspectives on Organizational Change: Systems and 
Complexity Theories (Amagoh F, 2008) 
- The Systems Theory of Management in Modern Day 
Organizations - A Study of Aldgate Congress Resort Limited 
Port Harcourt (Chikere C, 2015) 
- Two Approaches to Organizational Analysis: A Critique and a 
Suggestion (Etzioni A, 1960) 
- A Critical Review of the Use of System Dynamics for 
Organizational Consultation Projects (Zock A, 2004) 
 
 




- Behavioral Decision Theory Perspectives On Risk And Safety 
(Slovic P, 1984) 
- Decision Theory as Practice: Crafting Rationality in 
Organizations (Cabantous L, 2010) 
- Decision Theory in Maintenance Decision Making (Almeida 
A, 1995) 
- Beyond Statistical Inference: A Decision Theory for Science 
(Killeen P, 2006) 
- Decision Theory in Expert Systems and Artificial Intelligence 
(Horvitz E, 1988) 
- Qualitative Decision Theory: From Savage's Axioms to Non-
Monotonic Reasoning (Dubois D, 2002) 
- Decision Theory Under Ambiguity (Etner J, 2012) 
- Fuzzy Sets and Decision Theory (Capocelli R, 1973) 
- A Decision Theory Approach to The Business Judgment Rule: 
Reflections on Disney, Good Faith, and Judicial Uncertainty 
(Gold A, 2007) 
- Judgment and Decision: Theory and Application (Pitz G, 
1984) 
- Decision Theory without Logical Omniscience: Toward an 
Axiomatic Framework for Bounded Rationality (Lipman B, 
1998) 
- Application of Decision Theory to the Testing of Large 
Systems (Wong P, 1971) 
- Causal Decision Theory and EPR Correlations (Ahmed A, 
2014) 
- On the Use of Bayesian Decision Theory for Issuing Natural 
Hazard Warnings (Economou T, 2016) 
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Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
- A Decision Theory of Statutory Interpretation: Legislative 
History by the Rules (Nourse V, 2012) 






- Decision-Theoretic Harmony: A First Step (Yi L, 2010) 
- Satisfying Games and Decision Making: With Applications to 
Engineering and Computer Science (Stirling W, 2003) 
- Choice Under Uncertainty (Levin J, 2006) 
- Shared Decision Making- Finding the Sweet Spot (Fried T, 
2016) 
- Shared Decision Making, Contextualized (Ferrer R, 2013) 
- Shared Decision-Making in The Medical Encounter: What 
Does It Mean? (Or It Takes At Least Two To Tango) (Charles 
C, 1997) 
- Making Shared Decision-Making A Reality- No Decision 
about Me, Without Me (Coulter A, 2011) 
- Operational Intelligence Discovery and Knowledge-Mapping 
Approach in a Supply Network With Uncertainty (Koh S, 
2006) 
- A Prospect Theory-Based Interval Dynamic Reference Point 
Method for Emergency Decision Making (Wang L, 2015) 
- Decision Making Under Uncertainty: The Impacts of 
Emotional Intelligence and Behavioral Patterns (Lashgari M, 
2015) 
- Risk and Decision Making: The “Logic” of Probability 
(Borovcnik M, 2015) 
- A Comparison of Axiomatic Approaches to Qualitative 
Decision Making Using Possibility Theory (Giang P, 2001) 
- Robust, Scalable Hybrid Decision Networks (Scholz J, 2013) 
- Enhancing the Decision Making Process: An Ontology-based 






- How Emotions Affect Logical Reasoning: Evidence from 
Experiments with Mood-Manipulated Participants, Spider 
Phobics, and People with Exam Anxiety (Jung N, 2014) 
- Reasoning, Learning, and Creativity: Frontal Lobe Function 
and Human Decision-Making (Collins A, 2012) 
- Counterfactual Reasoning and Learning Systems: The 
Example of Computational Advertising (Bottou L, 2013) 
- Metaphors We Think With: The Role of Metaphor in 
Reasoning (Thibodeau P, 2011) 
- Reasoning Ability is (Little More Than) Working-Memory 
Capacity (Kyllonen P, 1990) 
- Working Memory Capacity Explains Reasoning Ability- and a 
Little Bit More (Su¨ß H-M, 2002) 
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Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 






- Support of the Collaborative Inquiry Learning Process: 
Influence of Support on Task and Team Regulation (Saab N, 
2011) 
- A Web-based Collaborative Framework for Facilitating 
Decision Making on a 3D Design Developing Process 
(Nyamsuren P, 2015) 
- Collaborative Inquiry Learning: Models, Tools, and 
Challenges (Bell T, 2010) 
 
 




- Toward Cognitive Assistants for Complex Decision Making 
Under Uncertainty (Schum D, 2014) 
- Design: The Only Methodology of Technology? (Williams P, 
2000) 
- The Influence of Young Children’s Use of Technology on 
Their Learning: A Review (Hsin C, 2014) 
- Teaching Science through Designing Technology (Sidawi M, 
2009) 
- Research Framework, Strategies, and Applications of 







- The Impact of Interface Affordances on Human Ideation, 
Problem-Solving and Inferential Reasoning (Oviatte S, 2012) 
- The Study of Models of Intelligent Interfaces (Puerta A, 1993) 
- User Interface Design Principles for Interactive Television 
Applications (Chorianopoulos K, 2008) 
- Evaluation of Hydraulic Excavator Human-Machine Interface 
Concepts Using NASA TLX (Akyeampong J, 2014) 
- Measurable Decision Making with GSR and Pupillary 





- Cochlear Implants: System Design, Integration and Evaluation 
(Zeng F, 2008) 
- Describing the Creative Design Process by the Integration of 
Engineering Design and Cognitive Psychology Literature 
(Howard T, 2008) 
- Design, Integration and Test of a Shopping Assistance Robot 






- Collaborative Design in Product Development Based on 
Product Layout Model (Bai Y, 2005) 
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Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
- Collaborative Design: Combining Computer-Aided Geometry 
Design and Building Information Modelling (Bhoosan S, 
2017) 
- Principles for Knowledge Creation in Collaborative Design 
Science Research (Otto B, 2012) 
- Feature-based Design in a Distributed and Collaborative 
Environment (Li W, 2004) 
- A Multi-Agent Approach to Collaborative Design of Modular 
Products (Huang C, 2004) 
 
 




- Human-Recommender Systems: From Benchmark Data to 
Benchmark Cognitive Models (Shafto P, 2016) 
- Socio-Cognitive Aspects of Interoperability: Understanding 
Communication Task Environments among Different 
Organizations (Kwon G, 2011) 
- New Thinking: The Evolution of Human Cognition (Heyes C, 
2012) 
- Unraveling the Evolution of Uniquely Human Cognition 
(Maclean E, 2016) 
- Bayesian Learning Theory Applied to Human Cognition 
(Jacobs R, 2011) 
- The Effects of Stress and Stress Hormones on Human 
Cognition: Implications for the Field of Brain and Cognition 
(Lupien S, 2007) 
- Partners in Cognition: Extending Human Intelligence with 
Intelligent Technologies (Salomon G, 1991) 
- Working Memory Capacity and its Relation to General 
Intelligence (Conway A, 2003) 







- The Feet in Human-Computer Interaction: A Surveyor Foot-
Based Interaction (Velloso E, 2015) 
- The Relationship of Action Research to Human-Computer 
Interaction (Hayes G, 2011) 
- Indexicality: Understanding Mobile Human-Computer 
Interaction in Context (Kjeldskov J, 2010) 
- Sustainable Making? Balancing Optimism and Criticism in 
HCI Discourse (Roedl D, 2015) 
- Brain-Computer Interface Technologies in the Coming 










Data/Corpus from where categorical theme emerged 
(information includes: corpus title, lead author by last name 
and first initial, year) 
Process Business Process 
 
 
- Business Process Verification- Finally a Reality! (Wynn M, 
2009) 
- Toward a Theory of Business Process Change Management 
(Kettinger W, 1995) 
- Research in Business Process Management: A bibliometric 
Analysis (Wohlhaupter P, 2012) 
- Business Process Change: A Study of Methodologies, 
Techniques, and Tools (Kettinger W, 1997) 
- The Implementation of Business Process Reengineering 








- An Information-Processing Analysis of Mindfulness: 
Implications for Relapse Prevention in the Treatment of 
Substance Abuse (Breslin F, 2002) 
- An Information Processing Analysis of Expert and Novice 
Teachers’ Problem Solving (Swanson H, 1990) 
- Strengthening Intelligence Education with Information-
Processing and Knowledge Organization Competencies (Wu 
Y, 2013) 
- Digital Visual Information Processing: Adding Vision and 






- Mixed-Initiative Interface Personalization as a Case Study in 
Usable AI (Bunt A, 2009) 
- Data-to-Model: A Mixed Initiative Approach for Rapid 
Ethnographic Assessment (Carley K, 2012) 
- Mixed-Initiative Human-Robot Interaction: Definition, 
Taxonomy, and Survey (Jiang S, 2015) 
- Evaluating Mixed-Initiative Systems: An Experimental 



















B. ISSUES FROM PDF TO TEXT FILE CONVERSION 
 
 
The following issues are encountered while converting pdf to text files: 
 
 Characters converted into “?” sign in some words: As seen from the image below, actual 
word was “flood.” However, the conversion changed that into “?oods” by changing “fl” 




 Words combined into a single word: As seen from the image below, two or more words 












 Characters converted into “.” period sign in some words: As seen from the image below, 
actual word was “final.” However, the conversion changed that into “.nal” by changing 














 Characters got deleted: As seen from the image below, actual word was “efficacy.” 






Similarly character “l” got deleted in some words. For an example, the following image 



































> #Create corpus 
> docs<-Corpus(DirSource(“C:/Users/fmahmud/Desktop/TextMining”)) 
> docs                         ***#To inspect if documents are loaded properly 
 
> getTransformations() 
> #Create the toSpace Content Transformer 
> toSpace<-content_transformer(function(x,pattern){return(gsub(pattern,“”,x))}) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “ -”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “ - ”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “- ”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “:”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “@”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “'”) 
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> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “*”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “•”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “/”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “//”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “_”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “!”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “--”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “]”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “<”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “>”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “-->”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “}”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “^”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “¶”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “~”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “„”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “¦¦”) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,toSpace, “#”) 
 






> #Strip digits/numbers (std transformation, so no need for content_transformer) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,removeNumbers) 
 
> #Transform to lower case (need to wrap in content_transformer) 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,content_transformer(tolower)) 
 
> #Remove stopwords using the standard list in tm 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,removeWords,stopwords(“English”)) 
 
> #Remove custom English words 
> myStopwords<-c(“can”, “one”, “new”, “also”, “may”, “work”, 
+“different”, “example”, “two”, “case”, “approach”, 
+“many”, “however”, “use”, “using”, “used”, 
+“time”, “based”, “within”, “even”, “need”, 
+“well”, “set”, “see”, “level”, “number”, 
+“order”, “following”, “make”, “made”, “introduction”, 
+“guide”, “important”, “possible”, “will”,  
+“term”, “result”, “results”, “thus”, “form”, 
+“way”, “understand”, “require”, “required”, “requirement”, 
+“change”, “often”, “direct”, “part”, “particular”, 
+“like”, “increase”, “nature”, “exist”, “given”, “take”, 
+“discuss”, “point”, “mean”, “three”, “present”, 
+“general”, “specific”, “paper”, “refer”, “reference”, 
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+“include”, “effect”, “value”, “issue”, “several”, 
+“function”, “problem”, “consider”, “perform”, “involved”, 
+“â€”, “â€™â€™”, “â€™”, “â€œ”,  
+“first”, “second”, “â€œonramp”, “â€œonrampâ€\u009d”, “â€œpaidâ€\u009d”, 
+ “â€œsavetheinternetinâ€\u009d”, “â€œsnapchat”, “â€œsomethingâ€\u009d”) 
 
> #Remove custom stopwords 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,removeWords,myStopwords) 
 
> #Strip whitespace 
> docs<-tm_map(docs,stripWhitespace) 
 

















































> #Create sort order (descending) 
> ord<-order(freq,decreasing=TRUE) 
 
> #Inspect most frequently occurring terms 
> freq[head(ord)] 
 





















> #Cluster diagram 
> library(cluster) 
> dtmrs <- removeSparseTerms(dtmr, 0.15) *** Change the value for 0.20. 025, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 
and 0.45 
> d <- dist(t(dtmrs), method=“Euclidian”)  
> fit <- hclust(d=d, method=“complete”) 
> fit 




> dtmrs <- removeSparseTerms(dtmr, 0.20) 
> d <- dist(t(dtmrs), method=“Euclidian”)  
> fit <- hclust(d=d, method=“complete”) 
> fit 
> plot(fit, hang=-1) 
> plot.new() 
> dtmrs <- removeSparseTerms(dtmr, 0.25) 
> d <- dist(t(dtmrs), method=“Euclidian”)  
> fit <- hclust(d=d, method=“complete”) 
> fit 
> plot(fit, hang=-1) 
> plot.new() 
> dtmrs <- removeSparseTerms(dtmr, 0.30) 
> d <- dist(t(dtmrs), method=“Euclidian”)  
> fit <- hclust(d=d, method=“complete”) 
> fit 
> plot(fit, hang=-1) 
> plot.new() 
> dtmrs <- removeSparseTerms(dtmr, 0.35) 
> d <- dist(t(dtmrs), method=“Euclidian”)  
> fit <- hclust(d=d, method=“complete”) 
> fit 




> dtmrs <- removeSparseTerms(dtmr, 0.40) 
> d <- dist(t(dtmrs), method=“Euclidian”)  
> fit <- hclust(d=d, method=“complete”) 
> fit 
> plot(fit, hang=0.05) 
> plot.new() 
> dtmrs <- removeSparseTerms(dtmr, 0.45) 
> d <- dist(t(dtmrs), method=“Euclidian”)  
> fit <- hclust(d=d, method=“complete”) 
> fit 
> plot(fit, hang=0.05) 
> groups <- cutree(fit, k=10) 







> kfit <- kmeans(d, 2)  *** Change the value for 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 




> kfit <- kmeans(d, 3)   
> clusplot(as.matrix(d), kfit$cluster, color=T, shade=T, labels=2, lines=0) 
> plot.new() 
> kfit <- kmeans(d, 4)   
> clusplot(as.matrix(d), kfit$cluster, color=T, shade=T, labels=2, lines=0) 
> plot.new() 
> kfit <- kmeans(d, 5)   
> clusplot(as.matrix(d), kfit$cluster, color=T, shade=T, labels=2, lines=0) 
> plot.new() 
> kfit <- kmeans(d, 6)   
> clusplot(as.matrix(d), kfit$cluster, color=T, shade=T, labels=2, lines=0) 
> plot.new() 
> kfit <- kmeans(d, 7)   
> clusplot(as.matrix(d), kfit$cluster, color=T, shade=T, labels=2, lines=0) 
> plot.new() 
> kfit <- kmeans(d, 8)   
> clusplot(as.matrix(d), kfit$cluster, color=T, shade=T, labels=2, lines=0) 
> plot.new() 
> kfit <- kmeans(d, 9)   
> clusplot(as.matrix(d), kfit$cluster, color=T, shade=T, labels=2, lines=0) 
> plot.new() 
> kfit <- kmeans(d, 10)   

































































































































Figure 40: CLUSPLOT for K=6. 












Figure 42: CLUSPLOT for K=8. 





E. COMPETENCY QUESTIONS  
 
 
The following table listed a set of competency questions for the developed ontology. 
Competency questions are those questions an ontology is able to answer.  
 







(Role/Taxonomy and Correlational level) 
 
Who/What is Decision? 
 
Who/What uses Decision? 
Who/What is used by Decision? 
Who/What is involved by Decision? 
Who/What does Decision involve? 
Who/What utilizes Model? 
What taxonomic terms are related with Decision? 
What taxonomic terms are not related with Decision? 
 
Who/What is Governance? Who/What is Governance required for? 
Who/What does Governance use? 
Who/What does Governance involve? 
Where does Governance function? 
Who/What does Governance help? 
Who/What holds Governance accountable? 
What taxonomic terms are related with Governance? 
What taxonomic terms are not related with Governance? 
 
Who/What is Organization? Who/What does Organization need? 
Who/What does Organization make? 
Who/What does Organization utilize? 
Who/What does Organization use? 
Who/What does Organization serve? 
Who/What does Organization have? 
What taxonomic terms are related with Organization?  
What taxonomic terms are not related with Organization? 
 
Who/What is Knowledge? Who/What does Knowledge help? 







(Role/Taxonomy and Correlational level) 
 
How Knowledge is accumulated by? 
How Knowledge is transferred? 
What taxonomic terms are related with Knowledge?  
What taxonomic terms are not related with Knowledge? 
 
Who/What is Systems? Who/What does Systems need? 
Who/What does Systems help? 
Who/What does Systems use? 
Who/What does Systems utilize? 
What taxonomic terms are related with Systems?  
What taxonomic terms are not related with Systems? 
 
Who/What is Design? Who/What does Design evaluated for? 
Who/What does Design help? 
Who/What does Design benefit from? 
Who/What does utilize Design? 
What taxonomic terms are related with Design?  
What taxonomic terms are not related with Design? 
 
Who/What is Management? Who/What utilizes Management? 
Who/What does Management need? 
Who/What does Management make? 
Who/What does Management use? 
Who/What does Management utilize? 
How does Management run through? 
Who/What does Management help? 
Who/What does Management consist of? 
Who/What does Management benefit from? 
What taxonomic terms are related with Management?  
What taxonomic terms are not related with Management? 
 
Who/What is Process? Who/What does Process need for? 
Who/What does Process utilize for? 
Where does Process use? 
Who/What does Process help? 
Where does Process has a role? 
Who/What does Process utilize? 
Who/What does Process involve in? 
What taxonomic terms are related with Process?  
What taxonomic terms are not related with Process? 
 







(Role/Taxonomy and Correlational level) 
 
Who/What is Data? Where does Data contribute? 
Who/What uses Data? 
What taxonomic terms are not related with Data? 
 
Who/What is Business? Who/What does Business use? 
Who/What does Business have? 
Who/What runs Business? 
Where does Business benefit from? 
What taxonomic terms are not related with Business? 
 
Who/What is Model? Who/What does Model use? 
Who/What does Model use for? 
Who/What uses Model? 
Where does Model benefit from? 
What taxonomic terms are not related with Model? 
 
Who/What is Public? Who/What does Public use? 
Who/What does Public run? 
Where does Public benefit from? 
What taxonomic terms are not related with Public? 
 
Who/What is Technology? Who/What does Technology utilize? 
Who/What does Technology help? 




How does Organization-Knowledge compose of? 
Who/What is part of Organization-Knowledge? 
 
Who/What is Systems-Design? How does Systems-Design compose of? 




How does Management-Process compose of? 
Who/What is part of Management-Process? 
 
Who/What is Social-Technical? How does Social-Technical compose of? 











F. DEFINITIONS OF FOUNDATIONAL TAXONOMIC TERMS 
 
 




Decision A choice to make (by human) about something with prediction and purpose. 
  
Governance A set of policies with purpose to administer rule and actions. 
  
Organization A group of people in an arrangement and interactions aimed for defined 
purpose. 
  
Knowledge The perception and understanding of a thing in the form of facts. 
  
Systems A collection of interrelated things to function interdependently and act as a 
whole to accomplish specific goals. 
  
Design A plan or set of components to satisfy or create specified requirements. 
  
Management A group of people in an arrangement to administer rule and actions. 
  
Process A purposeful set of actions in sequence to achieve outputs from inputs. 
  
Intelligence The cognitive ability of human for reasoning, synthesizing, and analyzing 
something. 
  
Social An association of people having interactions and interdependency with 
partnership for specific goals. 
  
Technical A purposeful set of actions and applications having engineering 
manifestation. 
  
Data An organized collection of facts or statistics for a thing. 
  
Business An entity or economic platform involving human where goods and/or services 
are exchanged for one another or for money. 
  





Public A subset of human relating to or involving a set of people for common 
interest. 
  
Technology A subset of technical dealing with the actions, principles, and applications 












































G. DISTANCE METHODS IN R 
 
 
There are several distance methods supported by R such as “Euclidean”, “Maximum”, 
“Manhattan”, “Canberra”, “Binary”, and “Minkowski”. Euclidean distance method is the most 
widely used over all other methods for its robustness and completeness compared to other 
methods. 
Available distance measures are (written for two vectors x and y): 
 
Euclidean: 
Usual distance between the two vectors (2 norm aka L_2), sqrt(sum((x_i - y_i)^2)). 
 
Maximum: 
Maximum distance between two components of x and y (supremum norm). 
 
Manhattan: 
Absolute distance between the two vectors (1 norm aka L_1). 
 
Canberra: 
Sum(|x_i - y_i| / (|x_i| + |y_i|)). Terms with zero numerator and denominator are omitted from 
the sum and treated as if the values were missing. This is intended for non-negative values (e.g., 
counts), in which case the denominator can be written in various equivalent ways; Originally, R 




Binary (aka asymmetric binary):  
The vectors are regarded as binary bits, so non-zero elements are ‘on’ and zero elements are 
“off”. The distance is the proportion of bits in which only one is on amongst those in which at 
least one is on. 
 
Minkowski: 
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